ASK NOT WHAT GOD CAN DO FOR YOU BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR GOD
UNBALANCING THE CHAOS=BALANCE=LIFE=MAXIMALISM
First was "Maximalism" and then came (YEKISHIM) which means:
To become ONE and UNITED for all mankind
YEKISHIM is all GOD wishes and waits for her creation to achieve on Earth. To become one in
Heart and Mind.
"GOD needs us to "unite" in heart and mind as her creation so that "Evil" will retreat, regret
and refrain from all his wrong doings and ill thoughts and tactics to act constantly against
GOD and her grand creation. When we "unite" ourselves on Earth and reach YEKISHIM,, we
have then showed Satan that GODs children have finally been able to live peacefully and in
harmony and love together. Therefore GOD´s direction prevails. Satan shames himself and
asks for GOD´s mercy and her acceptance for Satan to return to Godly ways.
"Thus GOD needs us more than we need GOD. " GOD needs us to "unite". Thereafter, GOD
forgives Satan and we will bring them back together. As the judges between these two grand
forces we are therefore the solutions and not inferior to GOD or Evil.
We are the creation of GOD and our "unity" will make GOD proud. We will bring these two
eternally grand forces in rage and contrast finally back together in a process called the "Final
Unification" where GOD forgives Satan and Satan too joins Godly directions. Thereafter, they
will show us the realities about the start and extraordinary dimensions of the universe.
We will know the whole story of "Creation" and "Abstraction" disappears forever. Clarity,
Balance, Peace, Calm, joy, Dance, Music, Laughter and Happiness fills the whole universe
forever after.

ABOUT YOU:
Without you I am alone
Without you my life has no reasoning
Without you I am purposeless
Without you I will be mad laughing at my own humor
Without you climax is only self evident
Without you opinions are always one sided
Without you I will see but cannot seek confirmation
Without you I can hear but cannot seek confirmation
Without you I cannot play hide and seek

Without you I cannot "unite"
Without you I am wish less
Without you I am pointless
Without you I am meaningless
Without you I laugh alone
Without you I fold
Without you I dance alone
Without you I sing alone
Without you I am not looked at
Without you I will not be enjoyed
Without you I will not share bodies
Without you I will not smell GOD´s creation at it´s best
Without you I will not see the reflection of myself inside your eyes
Without you secrets are never solved
Without you I will never speculate the mystic of your existence from behind or speculate the
mystery of how you would look like when you turn to face me, to see me, to look at me, to
help me feel the greatness of your being.
Without you I would never touch lips
Without you "ping pong" is meaningless, joyless
Without you volleyball is meaningless
Without you I would never feel skins
Without you I would never feel the warmth of your breath
Without you 2 is meaningless
Without you also 3 is meaningless
Without you "unity" of mankind has no perspectives
if you "are" and "are blind" and if I "am" and I am blind we would be blind together but we
can still "unite"
if you "are" and you are deaf and if I "am" deaf we would be deaf together but we can still
"unite"

If you are mute and I am mute we can still "unite"
Without you my agreement bears no satisfaction
Without you my refusal will have no merits
Without you my attention will share no reaction
Without you I would seek no confirmation
Without you I would hold only the air
Without you wind does not follow your exit
Without you the air of affection will not warm me when you get close to me
Without you I never see rain drops bounce back off your head into the air.
Without you snow flakes never covers another head walking next to me
Without you I never see the effects of my smiles at another mankind
Without you my dreams would be human less
Without you I would have not been sent to the Earth to "unite".

ABOUT ME:
I was not sent from the Heavens.
I am not a prophet.
I am the simplest of all of you.
I have sinned.
I have been guilty.
I have been unjust.
I have been arrogant.
I have been ignorant.
I have lied.
I have stolen.
And today at the age of around 60 I am free of many of my faults.
I do not seek your faith in my thoughts or anything I write or say but only hope you will grow
seeds of hope in your heart to "unite" with one another.

I need your unity because I truly believe in the message of YEKISHIM.
I am not to change your religion. Please, keep your religions but join me to "unite".
You do not have to be a "maximalist" to have my respect.
You do not have to believe in any of my thoughts to join YEKISHIM process.
I do not believe in the word "tolerance". It is the most degrading and insulting word to be
used when any human being talks of tolerance against another humankind. I rather am
honored when you "whoever you are and wherever you come from" share your presence
with me as humankind, as the GOD´S creation with whom I shall do all to reach "unity" of all
human beings.
I do not believe "Heaven" is the final destination for mankind. I do not believe the Heaven is
the highest place where we will be happy ever after. Heaven, if existed at all is just a phase
where we are rewarded for our good deeds on earth. In Heavens we will not be told the
secrets about the creation as portrayed to us in all religions. In my Heaven I am only happy
when I know the secrets to the creation, where abstraction ceases to exist, where harmony,
balance and peace resides and all that can only exist in a Heaven after YEKISHIM. The reek
Heaven is when we "unite" amongst ourselves on planet Earth. I am convinced of that. that
is my promise to all. That is why I came, am and will return to Earth for as many times
necessary until YEKISHIM is reached amongst us.
No religion has ever said that in the Heavens we would know the truth about the "creation".
My Heaven is where we finally know about the story of "creation" and that "Heaven" only
exists for all of us when we "unite" in hearts and mind on Earth.
I promise you that we will know the whole story of creation only after we "unite" on Earth.
You would never have to ask why we came here, why are we here, and where do we go to
after we die.
I promise you we will know the answer to all that when we "unite".
I did not have a dream where I was at the presence of GOD or any Prophets.
I was not abducted by a UFO.
I was not approached by the Aliens and or had any contacts with extraterrestrials.
I was not on Saturn, Moon, Jupiter, Mars, and or even ever out of the orbits of the Earth.
I am one of you and the simplest of all of you. just like that picture you see of yourself into
that mirror. I am just that and nothing more.
I was not taken up into the skies by little green men or women with large spacy eyes.
I was not amongst the angels carrying me towards the skies into a shiny hole to meet GOD.
I did not meet any Saints.

I did not meet any Prophets.
I am not bringing you a new religion.
I "for as long as we all know or are told to have been" was born in the city of Tehran, Iran to
a mother called Shahla and a father called Mohammad Ali. this is what I was told. I did not
see such happening with my own eyes. neither did any of you.
I did not observe my own birth happening and am not in the position to verify the certainty
of my birth and all its perspectives as all of us.
I have a brother called Koorosh, and a Sister called Arezou, and another sister called
Azarmidokht.
I only write this book to communicate and share my thoughts with you.
I only share my observations and suggestions, which I have gathered from years of studies in
and around, and about and over and under all the issues I write in the name of Maximalism
and YEKISHIM.
I am fully convinced of the absoluteness, truth, originality, perspectives, dimensions, focus,
concepts and depth of all my suggestions in this book for I sincerely believe in every word I
write though it could ALL seem to you right or wrong.
I am not here to win followers.
I am not forming a cult.
I will not seek winning a popularity contest.
I will not seek power.
I will not seek influence.
I believe in what I have titled as Maximalism and YEKISHIM and what it can bring.
I truly believe in my own suggestions as of "why we are on this planet", and "what are we
here to do" and "where we could go to when our "unity" is complete".
These three important factors are merely all the reasons I write this first book of "Yekishim"
which is a word I created from two Persian words, "yeti" meaning "one" and "shim" the
short version of a word "beshavim" meaning to "become" in Persian.
together "Yeki" and "shim" make up the word "Yekishim" which simply means to "become
one".
I am an artist "visual artist" and a filmmaker and coined the word "Maximalism" in the arts
in 1990 in Cologne, Germany.
I then, selected art works of fellow artists whose works matched the ideologies I set forth as
principles of a "maximalist" work of art and presented the first exhibition of the

"maximalists" in a group show with almost 10 other artists at the gallery Schulze, in Cologne,
Germany in 1990.
Julianne Schulze was the galleria where we showed the first ever works of such an art
movement called "Maximalism".
Maximalist works of arts has these common characteristics,
1. they are mostly figurative.
2. humor plays a strong role.
3. Eroticism plays a strong role.
4. They are playful.
5. They are or can be Ironic.
6. They are philosophically, politically intelligent, even though they might even seem Naive
at times. They are awake.
7. They create and present positive energy. Therefore, Jackson Pollack, De Kooning, Francis
Bacon… Whose works I admire are definitely "not" Maximalist.
8. They are Poetic.
9. According to all in the above except for section 6, A Maximalist work of art is therefore
Godly.
Julianne Schulze was at the time also my girl friend with which I had a much-enlightened
years as a partner and from whom I learned and shared about many things in my life, from
the arts, my thoughts and visions, and even wrote film scripts together.
One such very important incident in the times we lived together was a dream that I had one
night.
This dream elevated all my thoughts about "Maximalism" and led them further to YEKISHIM.
That dream solidified my obligations and observations about life on earth, our reason for
being on earth and what we are here to do.
This is the reason I specifically mention her name in my book of "Yekishim" for she was the
soul witness to that specific dream and many other related happening afterwards in my life.
She was the only witness through many years after I had that incredibly strange and
thought provoking dream in Cologne, Germany in 1995.
Thereafter, and through writing a film script based upon that dream I turned most of my
activities to making movies and most specifically making ONE whole film based on that very
unique dream and called that film "seven servants" in 1995.
The original title of the film was "Holy Holes" and the film never stood up to the level of that

dream. However, it exists and can serve as an additional source for the world of
"Maximalism" and "Yekishim".
That dream was the turning point in my life and it changed my thoughts so drastically
towards a very instructive, coordinated, focused, and perhaps even shocking to myself, a
new phase of life style and manners where it stayed with me ever since.
I continued my art as a "maximalist" but stopped showing them thereafter and gradually
completely disappeared from the art world purposefully as I became convinced that Art
world just like the whole world itself had become just another giant business body "identity"
that had everything to do with politics and business and almost very little with Art itself
anymore.
This is also my opinion with all world religions, as they tend to be more and more politics
and business than being true tools of for people on Earth to "unite".
in my opinion both the arts and the religions today joined the club of economics and politics
that are organized by few and controlled even by fewer on earth.
Almost the same happened to my career as a filmmaker. After the film "seven servants" I
was soon coerced to make films independently and completely out of the accepted or
permitted "frame works" of the world cinema industry. Cinema too had the same fate and
dimensions as almost every activity on Earth today in 2015.
Cinema too has it´s own political scene and society, which is completely organized by a few
and controlled and operated accordingly by again fewer people on Earth.
If you do not fit those requirements and standards and regulations and do not play by the
rules, there exists unfortunately a "world black list book for every field of activities" and that
is where you end up.
Most unfortunate for all people on Earth but this book "Exists".
However, that is exactly one Evil force and method of the Devil we will all have to overcome,
and will overcome for as long as we stay faithful to ourselves, our goal of "unity" on Earth
and do not let Evil forces to overcome, manipulate, and molest our sincere attitudes,
creativities and energies at any rate.
All the Evil methods of all those around me and my works convinced me even more to
Wishing, expecting, and doing all to fight for the freedom to further create in the name of
"Yekishim" and hoping for mankind´s "unity".
To continue completely independently.
So I instead continued and never stopped the arts, and or making the movies but neither my
arts nor the films had anything to do with pleasing the industries.
I continued and stayed active and created further works and elaborated more on the
thoughts of Maximalism and Yekishim.

Fortunately there are and have always been so many who feel and act the same way and
through their support and generous partnership, friendship, associations, I still continue to
exist.
These wonderful souls humbled me and even honored me to brand my sincere works of
creativities as original. However, I only did, do, and will do my art and thoughts for I believe
in the message of "unity" is the absolute answer to all our questions on earth.
THANK YOU ALL.
Seven Servants was just the wrongest concept made in a wrongest time, by the wrongest
person "myself" for the politics of the day, to religion, to social, and most terribly it was a
blow against the racist perspectives of the world in a most daring portrayal in a form of a
most original configuration never ever seen before.
It blasted many political norms and calculations of the current world and most of the
cultural societies governing the directions and perspectives of how life should continue on
Earth.
The most unfortunate reason for the systematic blockade of the film "seven servants" was
the mere fact that I was an Iranian being bluntly against Islam fanaticism, and the absolutely
degrading and insulting backwards Regime of Islamic Republic of Iran which happens to be a
FEEDING super Power country on planet earth that equally and simultaneously prevents any
country on earth to take charge against that Regime but rather they themselves placed that
Godless Regime in power with deep calculations in the first place.
Iran was, and is and will always be a country whose people are doomed not to have freedom
for the people for the world needs every centimeter of that land to continue breathing, and
therefore it should be controlled. UNLESS WE "unite", and then Iranians too would be freed
and joining YEKISHIM ahead of the lines of the rest of people on Earth.
In between I just wanted to make a film as honest as possible to the thoughts of YEKISHIM.
That is ALL I wanted to do but never knew how terribly that one small work can destroy and
complicate world political stands with Iran.
World powers would have never permitted a small film endanger a huge partnership in an
Islamic fanatic, backwards Iran.
It was soon clear to me the world could not see any Iranian become a popular figure unless
she or he was under the control of the Iranian Regime and or presenting it at best neutrally.
I was neither, nor, and there went my entire standouts, hunger strikes, fighting for freedom
in Iran to complete nullification internationally.
However, I never stopped activities against that Regime in Iran, which it finally caused my
name to be printed in the list of "Black Listed individuals" worldwide, period.
no more visa travel to the USA, no more support from anywhere for my art exhibitions.

No more screening of my films anywhere in the world festivals.
And believe me I know at least one worse film than Seven Servants that toured the world
and equally one worse artist than myself whose works got exhibited worldwide.
So it became clear where I stand ever since "seven servants" with my creative art works and
films.
the minute all this was clear to me I was the happiest man I had ever known.
I was and am ever since the freest man I ever encountered.
I am now the richest man on Earth, and in my world.
I do not need anything from this world except for one wish that mankind finally starts the
way to reach YEKISHIM.
TO BECOME UNITED in both heart and mind is all I dream have for as long as I live, and will
constantly return to earth to continue help for us human beings to become "united".
I learned very early to meet and confront the forces of Evil with the making of the first everminimalistic film hoping for YEKISHIM. my Maximalism, the text and or even all those
exhibitions were also soon completely scratched from world encyclopedias completely as if I
never wrote about Maximalism or did the movie or the arts works at all.
Instead in the Wikipedia every name is mentioned to have had anything to do with
Maximalism except that of mine, which is in actuality such a great blessing of course.
I feel again most happy to know and see it with my own eyes how much support
Maximalism has gathered even while I live. I am most happy to see Maximalism has already
become a subject of interest amongst such most respected minds of our times that they do
not even need my name to be mentioned in the movement and can continue on their own
to explore the perspectives of it regardless of what I did..
I seriously feel elevated seeing this and hope it all continues forward the same way. All this
gives me the power and energizes me more to continue writing about me:
I fear no EVIL.
The book is written.
The film is made.
The art works exist.
and I am more energized than ever to continue my duties to "unite" mankind on Earth.
Thank you world powers, corrupt business world and politics for having me completely
"black listed". Thank you dearly for that freed me so 100% where I truly continued being
who I am and what I wish forever after. To continue even more dedicated in pursuit of
YEKISHIM of all mankind on Earth.

Thank you again.
Without me you have my books.
Without me you have my paintings.
Without me you have my films.
Without me Maximalism continues.
Without me Yekishim continues.
Without me you have plenty of others.
Without me sun shines.
Without me moon shines.
Without me sun sets.
Without me oceans are full.
Without me rivers flow.
Without me birds sing.
Without me trees grow.
Without me unity continues.
Without me you will be two, three, four…
Without me rain falls.
Without me snowflakes whiten.
Without me I wait eagerly for your "unification".
Without me I would be honored to have had the chance for unity with you.
Without me Ping Pong continues.
Without me Volleyball continues.
Without me hope continues.
Without me I continue to wish for Yekishim and to join you and joyously share the views of
that splendid universe together.

"ABOUT THE OTHERS" ;
Others have other thoughts

Others have other religions
Others have other priorities
Others are grand
Others are precious
Others are necessary
Others are Godly
Others must be respected
Others have all the same rights
Others are also wandering
no matter what they believe in, which religion others have, how religious others are and
where others come from, on EARTH, we and all other human beings wander about asking
ourselves three main questions eternally;
1. Where do we come from?
2. Why are we here? What are we here to do?
3. Where do we go to?
from Zartosht, to Buddha, to Laotze, to Hinduism, to Judaism, to Christianity, to Islam, to
Bahais, to Molana to Sai Baba, to Ghazali, to all the world philosophers, to Hallaj, to
Khayyam, to Sanaie, to all the world thinkers and artists, to all scientists to all the world
historic mystics to this date the following statements have been shared and suggested to
us by almost ALL OF THEM;
1. we are here to love one another. "no religion ever preaches hating one another.
2. we are here to do good. "no religion ever preaches to do bad"
3. Here is where "Maximalism " and "Yekishim" start vast differences with the other
religions, and again I stress that neither Maximalism nor Yekishim are religions but only
"thoughts". Almost all religions preach that we are here to "obey" GOD and "Fear" Evil.
Even the UFO generations of people respect these same principles.
However NONE get to the higher level to answer why we are here and what are we to do on
this planet rather than the simple self-evident thoughts, which if followed obediently then,
again almost all promise us a place in the "Heavens".
At best UFOlogists claim that they have been contacted by an Alien who almost always
warns them from the dangers of atomic adventures, and or how they actually created
mankind and that there were no Prophets but actually were these very Aliens that flew into

the sky riding their superior UFO machines.
but never ever do any of them reveal a suggestion what happens to us after we leave Earth,
and why we are here and what is the main job for us to do on Earth.
What OTHERS usually and mostly preach sums up in the following lines?
4. We shall not kill one another.
5. War is bad.
6. Peace is good.
7. Sex has its principles. Sex has absolutely limited dimensions and there are such laws and
regulations for sexuality on Earth. Many forbidden stages and actions are suggested by
almost ALL religions which some do make actually great sense.
8. How to be tolerant.
9. How to be forgiving.
10. How to pray.
11. Where to pray " almost all religions have indicated specific places, times of the day or
night, and or how to pray physically… in churches, mosques…
12. almost all religions preach not to value materialistic properties on Earth. another words
all preach Money should be the last thing we should ever think of but amazing enough even
though there have been so many religions ever since mankind I said to have been on Earth,
nothing is more important that materialistic wealth and the value of Money, being rich and
at best perhaps how to divide it amongst the Earthians. With all the beliefs on earth we have
only come as far to love only "Money" and then comes every other thing on Earth.
First and last is currently Money as the most important element-ruling planet Earth.
How can it really be? Is it all because no religion ever made it clear what could be more
joyous than all the material wealth on earth?
Whatever the reason, we need to be sincere with one another and agree that today and in
2014 MONEY is the only common value of LIFE shared by all mankind on planet Earth.
Maximalism and Yekishim will prove that wealth of Earth is the LAST thing we will be busy
with once we truly see the values in becoming a "united" race of mankind on Earth.
13. They almost all predict and preach there is a Heaven and Hell, and almost all suggest we
would be Judged and sent to our final destinations based upon our actions in our lifetime on
Earth.
14. At best they all wish mankind follow rules and laws of their religions in order to live
happy ever after or even while still alive on Earth.

There are of course much more incredible thoughts and observations and revelations and
writings and principles and announcements and suggestions, and doctrines and calculations
and predictions by each and every one of the great religions and principles and philosophies
but I at this point intend to conclude what is different in the thinking of "Yekishim".

HOW MAXIMALISM STARTED;
The first text
I wrote this text in the catalogue of my art exhibition at the Gallery Schulze in 1991, in
Cologne, Germany. the exhibition was called "Godhattan". I created the title with a
reference to "Manhattan" which I believe is a Yiddish -German word "Man-Hat-Get an",
meaning "has been made by man", and similarly "Godhattan" would then mean "GOD-Hat
Getan" meaning "made by GOD".
This title became the name of one film script of mine, which I still wish I could make before I
leave planet Earth.
The film is about a planet that would be called "Godhattan".
And now back to the writings of "Maximalism" in 1991.
This exhibition and the writings are 4 years before I had that truly strange dream that urged
me to make the film "seven servants" in 1995.
Before, I start writing the text, I would like to mention that my intentions are absolutely
"not" to convert anyone on Earth to become a maximalist. I do not intend to have a church
of the maximalists. I do not intend for anyone to give up their beliefs. I do not ask for anyone
to agree with my thoughts of Maximalism. When I write the words like "should" or sound
orderly it is only my own perspectives for principles I respect for myself ever since the
thoughts of Maximalism occurred to me. in fact I welcome any and all those who would
disagree with all and every principles of Maximalism that later took a form and shape I called
"Yekishim". I would never ever ask you what to wear, what to sing, what to think, what to
listen to, what to read, which films to see, what books to write, which magazines to read,
how to make love, where to pray, how many times a day to pray, to which perspective you
should orient yourself if and when you pray, what to do in order to go to the Heavens if the
Heavens existed at all, and what not to do to avoid Hell, if Hell too existed at all.. .. .. .
I will get to all those details about the Heaven and Hell, and Prayers, and Holy Sites and life
as is, and life magnificent characteristics as is, and the rituals of life as they are dictated to us
and how we can view them and follow or treat them later in the book.
Before I write about these points and observations I see it necessary to write that All I point
out are thoughts and suggestions that I rather tell to "myself" and am 100% and fully
convinced that they are right for me and true as visions of mine, and mine only. I am
honored to share them with you.

Having said all this and that, I personally remind myself to repeat reviewing these thoughts
and visions each day and night of my life and weigh my own principles, beliefs and thoughts
and visions called Maximalism and Yekishim as a guide to reassure myself I have the right
goal and approach to continue life on Earth until I finally exit this planet.
I truly believe in what I write and have not taken any of these thoughts from anyone and or
have been preached by any higher grounds to write any of the things I write but rather
concluded all and every word of what I write after I personally felt comfortable about the
content and practicality trying my best to exercise these thoughts.
I wrote the principles of "Maximalism" over 20 years ago when I was 39.
"The Eternal Duty"

THE MOST IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD
"Daryush, ask not what GOD can do for you each day and night but rather what you could do
for GOD each day and night, for GOD needs your help more than you need GOD,s Help. "
and why is that?
the clear reasoning for the above statement which I see as the most important task of our
lives on Earth will be explained fully in the chapter relating to the state of "Eternal
Unification".
Thus begins Maximalism written in 1990;

MAXIMALISM
Human beings are not inferior to GOD or Evil.
We are the saviors of the universe.
We are the solution to the conflict between GOD and Evil.
As judge and jury we weigh both these poles, which have lived for so long in melancholy.
Maximalists do not
"Cosmotionistically".

think

nationalistically

or

globally

but

Maximalism believes there existed first Evil and then GOD appeared.
Being after Evil GOD is therefore Modern.
GOD is modern.
Maximalism is modern.

rather

Godly

or

GOD=MAXIMALISM
In the beginning deformation, confusion and chaos reigned supreme. Soon GOD herself
emerged from the being of Evil and a cosmos of formation. Clarity Balance, and order was
created by GOD:
UNBALANCING THE CHAOS= BALANCE=LIFE=MAXIMALISM
As Maximalists, our inclination, goal, determination and obligation is not to destroy Evil but
to teach Evil to love. We still observe the intention of Evil even now as life begins for each
new-born;
Almost deformed, crying and in total confusion.
But soon GOD triumphs; each infant learns to smile and the deformity of Evil fades away.
The first baby born not screaming but laughing in happiness, without fear and confusion, will
prove to be the end of the confrontation between GOD and Evil. This birth may be a
revelation to the world that GOD has conquered and that humor is Godly.
I have not yet seen a baby come to life laughing in happiness so I must conclude that;
1. GOD is modern since she came after Evil.
2. Modernism is good only when it is Godly constructive, full of life and touched by humor.
3. GOD’s baby will be born into the world, not screaming and in pain, but smiling and
pleased.
4. The "unrealities" which appear day and night are divine orders, achieved through
intentions against Evil.
We should value and learn from all "realities" such as the nature, planets, days, and nights,
Animals.. .. . Each and every attempt to destroy these orders by thoughtless or demonic
means is disastrous and should be strictly forbidden, exposed as artificial and superfluous.
The so-called elements of reality in our lives-news, politics, power, Money, career, banks,
TV, etc. - are all "manufactured" and are therefore "artificial".
They can only be useful when man sees them as Godly.
We refuse the claim by promoters of "unreality" that those preoccupied by "real realities"
(moon, day, stars, night, sleeping, waking up, eating…) are merely dreamers. " !?
HOW is that!? Which one of hem does mankind make?
We shall teach people this as the first lesson of Maximalism.
Each "real Reality", which is made without the use of human hands, has been wrongly
termed an "illusion" by naive, primitive modernists.
This should not lead us to believe however that the artificial and man-made elements of our

lives must be damned.
On the contrary, they too become necessary aids for attaining "eternal unification". As a
result, all our findings can be important and useful, if they first meet the responsibility of
following Godly orders without destroying them.
Maximalism directs us to learn Godly laws from our own planet Earth, exploring its beauty
"cosmotionally" and not just "Earthly-internationally".
A maximalist is therefore not a Nationalist, or Internationalist but Cosmotionalist.
Maximalism stretches the frontiers of fantasy and a Maximalist is able to enjoy a thoughtful,
or romantic, or poetic, or humorous moment of time in total abstraction, without ever
forgetting he or she is an element belonging to the cosmos and that Earth is home.
Maximalism further proves logically that all abstract intentions are an enjoyable instinct, but
never Godly or those of a genius. Maximalism contains within itself all sorts of Godly
thoughts. Knowing that these thoughts only exist artistically to bring joy and happiness to all
lives.
I have studied and learned from our surroundings, and facing them with total charity, I see
new ways of looking at all things from GOD to Evil, man to woman, etc. My observations
follow to convince me that GOD must be either a NEUTRAL BEING or definitely a FEMALE
being because,
1. All healthy things grow upward and toward an unknown point (trees, mountains, etc. )
2. A penis too, when healthy and happy, grows upward.
3. All structures on Earth that are important to us and or are of monumental dimensions are
made by men and all aim sharply upward (the Eiffel Tower, Dubai Tower, Empire State
Building, all the grand churches, mosques, skyscrapers and.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . )
4. All of this planet major prophet have been men, and somehow they all flew upward from
here-again to this unknown point.
Therefore, I conclude;
1. GOD must be a most desirable hole.
2. GOD must be a female.
3. The first female prophet will be GOD herself. This is why a major female prophet has not
yet appeared on this planet.
4. The most divine male is one who has the mind and the heart of a female. Here I add to the
old text that I conclude that "gays" are therefore absolutely not inferior, evil, or deformed,
or pervert and or sick but rather they are even closer to the perfection of a "being" on Earth.
However, this shall not mean that a man in all his muscular being is far away from being that
"divine being" either. On the contrary it is the most beautiful state of being when a man can

behold both identities of a divine female thoughts and feelings and depth of her soul and yet
remain a man in all his characteristics.
5.. We have not achieved total harmony and Balance on earth because no man has yet truly
achieved the status of a divine female.
6. Female gentleness, delicacy, kindness, romanticism and humanity brought Harmony to
the cosmos.
It follows that things are more round than linear. And man-made structures are positively
constructive only when they harmonize with the divine nature of their surroundings. Such
constructions exist in history as a great tradition.
Maximalism embraces all of the above declarations as an artistic philosophy but, more
importantly, as a more cosmic metamorphosis oriented upon looking at things. Maximalism
allows one to capture, freely and artistically, unlimited borders of visualization and thought.
I call this process of "Godly Learning" Maximalism.
A maximalist is free to think, dream and feel. He or she is then realistically existing.
Maximalist fantasies are endless, and are free in mind and heart in order to fill them with
joy.
A Maximalist adjusts oneself to understand, promote, appreciate and value positive GodlyModern scientific and technological discoveries that would further enhance our
understandings about the cosmos of harmony and balance meant, directed, created and
most lovingly cared to remain intact and continue function by GOD.
Therefore a maximalist is never conservative, is always a supporter of new developments
and fresh ideas that push the nation of mankind further towards unification and harmony
amongst the mankind.
A maximalist never fears darkness, or speculates in abstraction for the maximalist has a clear
goal why we are on Earth and how we came to being here and what are we to do here in our
so short lives to live on Earth.
The most beautiful answer of mankind not to have fear and or shiver through the darkness
of the nights is that we all have greatest feelings to make love just when the sun starts to set
and the night begins with the grandest lighting created by the master of lights in the
universe to enhance the moods for Godly love making hours in the deep nights under the
moon light.
Therefore, Fear shall never fill the hearts and minds of a Maximalist.
Daryush you should remember that mankind is not on Earth to destroy even Evil but rather
to show him what love really is, and convince him to retreat from his evil actions to separate
mankind who are the creations of GOD.
Daryush you should know that Evil has been mistreated by all religions, since humankind has

always professed to fear Evil. Human beings have always been professed to be inferior to
both GOD and EVIL.
Human Beings have been warned of the possession of Evil by almost all religions.
And now is the task of Maximalism and further more with higher elevated of thoughts in
"Yekishim" to teach EVIL to love GOD and accept the fact that GOD,S creation of mankind
could finally live together in peace, harmony and love which is and was the essence of all
distraction, disasters, chaos and ever lasting agony in the universe between these two forces
GOD and EVIL.
WE ARE NOT INFERIOR TO GOD OR SATAN. WE ARE THE SOLUTION.
Thus Daryush know that your most important task of being on Earth is to "unite" the
mankind and bring about "unity" amongst GOD,S creation.
ASK NOT WHAT GOD CAN DO FOR YOU BUT WHAT YOU COULD DO FOR GOD.
All GOD is waiting and wishing for is for mankind reaching "Yekishim" on Earth, and amongst
Her Creation.
Thus;

UNIFICATION:
"the only reason we human beings are on planet Earth is simply to "unite" both in heart and
in mind. "
"Unification -Phase one" will unify all creatures on this planet. I consider this principle as our
first goal. Only then can we satisfy and teach Evil that eternal peace, love and harmony and
balance and unity are possible, in spite of all its attempts at delaying this process. After
"Unification Phase One" is completed we shall pursue "Eternal Unification", which is the
state where the races of humankind are united as judge and jury in the conflict of GOD and
Evil, in order to bring them together in a peaceful, loving, understanding and harmonious
way. this can only happen and humankind can only have such a divine platform and honor
when we all truly become "united" amongst ourselves in heart and mind.
At that point the eternal Godly elements and forces of harmony, love, formation, balance,
construction, etc. will take over the cosmos. At that great moment all Parthians will be able
to get a guided tour of the cosmos by the united forces of GOD and Evil "who now becomes
a most humble believer and disciple of GOD and his Evil phase vanishes".
All secrets to the universe, the story about the Creation, Cosmos, then will be revealed, and
not a single moment of abstraction will ever exist.
Everyone will decide individually whether his or her life fits my logical suggestions better or
worse than alternative proposals.

I constantly and in advance thank you for all your considerations, efforts, time-sharing and
pure heartful attentions to YEKISHIM in complete freedom of mind.
From the above I conclude Racism is negative. It degrades humanity. It delays the phase of
Unification. It could be avoided for clear simple reasons that "racism" can only be a work
and devious tactics of Evil who would do all and everything "not" to let the creation of GOD
to "unite" and not because of sentimental phrases such as, "we are all children of GOD" or "
we all have the same red blood" or more stupid one saying we are all the "same" which can
not be a bigger lie and far from the truth as each and every creature on the face of this
planet is absolutely unique and different from one another which is in itself again another
sign of grand artistry of GOD that created life and the creation. One thing remains of course
true that we all have the same "rights" and is equal in that sense in the eyes of the creator.
Let us then not forget that both GOD and Evil are frustrated powers awaiting our help.
To unite signifies "Godly relations among all creatures. Once one really reaches the level of
feeling and in the way I have termed as "Godly", then one starts to look upon other
Earthians with love, peaceful eyes, harmonious actions and humanity. The spirit of
"unification" will be apparent in the eyes and gestures of each individual. Humankind’s
natural instincts of patience and caring for one another will emerge from the "unification"
process. All this explains why Hitler’s and other fanatic dictators in history belong to the
pages of the book written by Evil forces. The first and most demented phase of thought is
Nationalism. Sadly, my philosophy of Maximalism did not exist during past regimes of
incredibly barbaric rulers.
For the same obvious reasoning "suicide" is unacceptable for a maximalist lines of thinking
and acting, unless there are absolutely clear painful and incurable physical and or
psychological illnesses that are just intolerable for patients. In such cases of course, there
shall be a remedy to put them to rest though, I do predict that even such incredibly ill
phases would also be more remote as we get closer to the levels of unification amongst the
mankind.
Now it is also easy to understand why almost all religions on Earth preached against
"suicide".
We now understand why it hurts so much when an individual dies.
Each death brings and energy loss to the process of "unification".
This loss justifies the condemnation of cult movements, which have resulted in so many
deaths all over the world. The taking of one´s own life is artificial and is not acceptable under
Maximalist principles.

YEKISHIM AND MAXIMALIST GLOSSARY

ANIMALS:
I have always believed that Animals are the only creatures that are truly and totally aware of
the whole story about our exact existence and the origins of all things. This is why they
never speak or paint. If they could, all reality and the story of creation would be totally clear
by now. This also explains the deep secret hinted at in the eyes of all Animals. One even
feels that they all intend to speak out loud but being unable to do so they remain quiet in an
astounding melancholy. One needs stare with full concentration only once into the eyes of a
snake or a dog-and the results would be stunning. However, Animals too will join the race of
mankind in unity on this planet, once they truly feel the atmosphere of "unification".
Animals are also watching us with extreme desire and wishful thankfulness, hoping so much
this highest state of being.
Animals are the cycle of life on Earth.
Animals are creatures moving in circles and finally meet to desire the mankind
Animals eat our disposals
Ants eat our disposals
Dog eats a lizard
The wolf eats the dog
The lion eats the wolf
The birds eat dead lions
The birds eat birds
The man eats the birds
Animals do not fast.
Animals do not meditate.
Animals do not dance.
Animals are not melodic.
Animals do not complain.
All Animals eat one another to continue life and man eats them all.
Animals are absolutely innocent.
Animals tell the truth.

Animals never lie.
Animals are not angry.
Animals are not conflicting.
Animals are pure.
Animals are trustworthy.
Animals are dependable.
Animals are loyal.
Animals are passionate.
Animals never laugh.
Animals never insult.
Animals are never ironic.
Animals are most calculated.
Animals have sharpest memories.
Animals do not betray.
Animals do not imitate.
Animals are our sources of life on earth, we need to be good to them and respect them.

ARROGANCE AND IGNORANCE:
is of knighthood
is of inferiority complex
is of smallness
is of perspectivelessness.
is of cowardice
is of fear
is of weakness
is of prematurness
is of infancy

is of blindness of the soul
is of ownership
Is of dictatorship
Is of humorlessness
Is of frigidity
Is of ugliness of the nature of the person which shows in their faces
Is of frigidity
Is of lustlessness
Is of talentlessness
Is of dryness of thoughts
Is of heartlessness
Is of calculations
Is of "I" factor
Is of no self confidence
Is of self centeredness
Is of dizzy ego
Is of no conception of cosmos
Is of lack of knowledge
Is of lack of education
Is of no conception of the creation
Is of no conceptions of other´s goodness
Is of deceit
Are the biggest "Evils" right after RACISM?
Is of greed
Is of no identity
Is of having no substance
Is pure EVIL.

ATOMIC ENERGY:
Is the cleanest and most advanced and highest level of technology in the universe and on
planet Earth but we are still infants in the vast technological frontiers ahead of us and not
advanced enough to use it correctly, orderly, brilliantly sufficiently, dangerously and
positively.
soon and with the aid of Atomic Energy mankind finally travels the eternals cosmos in less
than the speed of a blink.

CRY;
cry only if it helps you feel the melancholy existing between GOD and Evil in the universe
if you cry and do not know why, most of the time it is because your senses orient you to
think of that eternal melancholy existing in the universe.
crying is the result of sadness
Sadness is an element directly connected to the separation between GOD and Evil. That is
why it is always sad when lovers separate. That is why we cry after we separate even when it
is only because we leave our loved ones for a short time.
cry only if it shares other´s pain and therefore can bring them calm
once mankind "unites" the element of sadness and cry will vanish forever.

DANCE
Dance is the most precious of act of balance in which we get closest to the beauty of action
in motion with Godly emotions. Dance is one of the most elevated forms of all arts in which
we twirl, and move and feel, and create the greatest energies for ourselves and those
around us. Dance in itself and all by itself can top all direct contacts and emotions of pure
joy, appreciation, happiness, romanticism, appreciation and finally love in Godly forms to
one another, for one another and with one another.
Dance unites.
Dance moves body for fitness and perfection.
Dance releases the most positive energy
Dance moves the air around positively, roundly and harmoniously. The air created by all
dancers creates waves of positive motions and emotions through out the whole planet.
Dancing is joy.
Dancince each day of your life.

Dance from the heart and without attention to any rules and regulations. Your body guides
each individual how to move positively and accordingly as each dancer can move differently
to all music each dancer hears.
Dancing frees the mind.
Dancing elevates healthy eroticism.
Dancing helps digestion.
Dancing gives mind as much balance it gives to the whole body.
Dancing gives the heart the same positive emotions it gives to the whole body senses.
Dancing harmonizes all.
Dancing invites unity.
Dancing clears all negative thoughts.
Dancing brings one to lightness.
Dancing quiets.
Dancing calms.
Dancing cools down.
Dancing brightens ones hemisphere in both sight and thoughts.
Dancing increases all senses, sharpens our senses, and teaches gracefulness.
Dancing records all notes of all music with Godly perspectives.
Dance to the flowers.
dance to the plants.
Dance to the trees.
Dance to the skies.
Dance to the waters.
Dance to the babies.
dance to those in pain.
dance to the sun.
Dance to the moon.
Dance to the waterfalls.

Dance with the butterflies.
Dance with worms.
Dance with all those who move with you dancfully for our UNITY.

DARKNESS:
Abstraction, unclearness and obscurity are all cliches of the past, just as Communism has
become in less than 200 years. We should not fear darkness but rather enjoy the thrill of it.
Perhaps this is why making love, a most harmonious and satisfying element, is done mostly
in the dark of the night. When the lovemaking is great, one will even experience fantastic
lights and crystal, shining stars. the night will then become as bright as a sunny day.

My DEPARTURE:
if all this life on earth is "real", then,
I know I exist
I know I think
I know I was born
I know I will leave
death does not exist
birth does not exist
I never saw my own birth nor did you
I will never see my own death so will you not
Therefore when I leave and not when I die, I’ll be back as many times as necessary to
continue help the race of mankind and creation to "unite", and so would you
I will leave with absolute happiness
I will leave with the absolute knowledge that I knew why I came to Earth.
I will leave with the absolute knowledge that the next time I return I will again set the goal of
"unity" as my ultimate perspective in staying on Earth.
when I go I do not miss Earth. I am ready to return and continue my duties to reach "unity"
I fear death not, for I know it is just a phase repeating itself until we "unite".
When I go I accept all my shortcomings, and prepare to correct them before I return to Earth

again.
when I go I be able to see all ages of my life from childhood and agree with my actions at
every age accordingly. I never regret any day of the life I spent. at 7 I was a boy and fragile.
at 14 I was a young boy and lust full, serachful, obedient, studious, when I was 18 lust was all
over my brain, body and heart. when I was 30 I was a revolutionary. when I was 40 I became
an artist. When I was 60 YEKISHIM was complete. When I leave Earth this is how I love to
remember every stage of my lifetime and the last moment will be as joyous as the very first
years of my life with the difference I could look back and agree all those stages just had to
be how they were.
I will never long for any time of my life spent on Earth I lived it all full. I feel I have done best
to reach YEKISHIM on Earth in the shortest time I was honored to live on Earth.
When I go I know I shall return wiser.
When I leave I shall know why there was life a dictation on Earth and never my choice.
When I go I would know why I had to breath.
when I go I would know why I had to sleep.
When I go I know why I had to dream.
When I go I know why I had to eat.
When I go I would know why I had to drink.
When I leave I will know why I had two legs, two eyes, two ears, two lips, two hands and
even two balls or my nose had two holes.
I suspect we all have two of everything I mentioned in above for GOD loves Balance, and
keeps order and all universe in Balance but Evil also tries to always fill one of the two always
with his ill thoughts, tactics and influences.
That is why we usually never have equality in both elements of each part in our body.
One eye sees more clearly than the other.
One hand is stronger than the other.
One leg is stronger than the other.
One ear hears better than the other.
Incredible but true that even one lip feels more than the other. The Lower lip feels more
than the upper lip.
Incredible but true one breast feels more than the other and or their sizes differ in women
and men as well.
Incredible but true one foot is larger than the other.

As long as we follow Godly ways the whole body remains in Balance and functions well as
one strong unit.
Before I go I already know what love really is. It is only a program to keep us connected to
Earth and not question constantly why we are here. Therefore not to commit suicide every
hour of the day living on Earth. Love is that hope keeping us attached to the Earth.
Before I go I already know the greatest love is wanting to become "united" with all
humankind.
when I go I will know why I woke up as frequently as I slept.
when I leave I already know why my life span had a limited time on it.
when I leave I already know why I had to defecate.
when I leave I already know why I had to multiply. having a child is the next program for all
of us to keep us more connected to Earth. Even more reason to stay on Earth and less ask
why we are here. less think of suicide. less think of the primitive thoughts challenging the
purposelessness of life on Earth.
when I leave I already know why I had to urinate.
when I leave I already know why sex was such a grand feeling. Sex, then Love, then children
are the basic principles of positive energies to keep us living joyously on Earth.
when I leave I will collect more power to return.
when I leave I will have more tolerance, patience, collectedness, calm.
when I leave I would learn more to enjoy silence.
when I leave I would learn more how to see.
when I leave I will know more how to share.
when I leave I will know never to manipulate.
when I leave I will know more not to lie.
when I leave I will know less to desire.
when I leave I will know more to respect.
when I leave I will know to have less ego.
when I leave I will know how less to expect.
when I leave I will know why that mother and why that father.
when I leave I will know never to complain.
when I leave I will know more why the depth of the seas and the height of the skies.

When I leave I will not calculate.
When I leave I will love the deserts as much as the jungles.
When I leave I would understand the elephant as much as I would understand the dog.
When I leave I know I could do much better the next time I return.
When I leave I would never regret a second of my life on Earth.
When I leave I learn more about how to "unite" with the mankind on my way back the next
time around.
when I leave I would hope to be back as soon as possible or best yet see a whole "united"
mankind on earth already shaped so that we all live eternally in joy and happiness together.
with all that said, I hope you too never fear your departure but take it as just another phase
where you too would return compassionately to help "unity" of mankind on earth.

DREAMS:
Are only there to remind us constantly and negating the certainty of the images we take as
being the only realities of our lives when we are awake.
As we go to sleep and dreams start, here is what is being transmitted to our being in asleep;
" What you saw this day is not all there is to see. There is another phase of your existence
that starts after you go to sleep and start dreaming so that you are reminded that all you see
is not all there is, but be sure there is much more than your eyes have seen all day long. "
and here I had the dream of my life in proof of the above;
"one night after a hard day of paintings I slept in comfort next to my then partner Julianne. it
was in the middle of the night in Cologne, Germany in 1995. I woke up sweating and in
complete awe from a most strange dream I ever had in my life. An old man appeared in my
dream and wanted to insert his finger into my right ear as if wanting me to hear something
clearly. He was calm, friendly and most advanced where his deep stare at me before he
would insert the finger into my ear almost numbed me to the bones. He finally had his finger
into my right ear and then gradually smiled as I started to hear less noise around me. the
silence was incredibly comfortable but then he continued and started showing me his other
finger blocking my view. he was not funny, scary or trying to proving a point but rather just
showed me the second finger and kept still only looking at me and as if awaiting my next
reaction. There is suddenly jumped in my bed and in a complete confusion. I remained
thoughtful, quiet and only started to re-collect myself and looked at Julianne sleeping next
to me in a warm, calm comfortable sleep. I got out of the bed, and walked into the other
room, then to the kitchen and drank a glass of water but was completely dazed with that
configuration in the dream. who was this old man? why did he inserted the finger into my
ear and why the showing of the second finger?

I sat there by myself in the deepest quiet of the night and then grew tired again and soon
were ready to go back to the bed. I slept again and soon there appeared the old man for the
second time in the dream. this time there were other people around him. soon he started
showing these people how they could insert their fingers inside his ears and then the ritual
got more precise and strange as he asked one of the other people to insert his finger inside
his nose, and the young man did exactly just that.
there is jumped back awake and now sweating even more than the first time. it was a cold
night. I was completely taken by the images I had just viewed in my dream. This was the
second time the same man appeared to me in my dream and within perhaps an hour.
I got out of the bed again very slowly and went out again into the other room and started
thinking to myself almost completely helpless. I was about to panic. I felt as if something is
beginning to change inside me, but could not understand what it was.
I grew weary, tired and soon had the urge to go back to bed and get under the blanket to
keep warm. Soon I went to sleep again and oddly enough the old man appeared to me for
the third time and this time he was accompanied by people who were all connected to him.
They were dancing. They were happy, and having a good time as they walked towards me so
that I could feel their presence and see their configuration more clearly. I could not be more
happy to see them connected to the old man in such a most strange configuration where
two people had their fingers in the man´s ears and each moved next to him, and two more
sort of walking a bit in behind with fingers in his nose, and then there I woke up again in
complete agape. This man definitely wanted to tell me something. he and his associates
came to my dream 3 times in the same night? I had to start instantly drawings of the images
of what I saw in my dream, but they drawings were not enough as if the old man was
educating me to continue on and start moving the images. By the time sun started to rise I
had a whole story put together for a next film where an old man invites people of all kinds to
get connected to him in order to become "united"?
Amazing enough "unity" was all over my brain cells for over 4 years or even longer before
this dream came to me.
now I was ready to take that concept of unity" to another level and make it into a movie.
that movie was made under the title of "seven servants" and under the most complicated,
improfessional, absolutely disrespect for everything I had in mind by my unfortunately
absolutely too young and more so uneducated and insensitive people who had everything in
mind but to make a good movie out of that concept, but, at the end of the day a movie was
made and with it I was convinced my obsession with the thoughts of "unity" of mankind on
Earth is my reason for being on Earth.
Thus started my "YEKISHIM" and the film is even today not available for a wide release.
Dreams can actually truly assist you to different layers of thoughts and this one dream of
mine changed my life "forever".
Dreams tell us that there are much more to what we seem to have experienced and actually
seen throughout our awaken hours and take them as the only realities we go through our

lives.
Dreams of a maximalist can further assist the person to continue reaching higher levels of
peace, harmony, light, relaxation and purification of the soul whereas those who do not
reach for the goal of "unity" of mankind and creations on Earth will permit much Evil
elements follow them into their dreams and therefore stops them from experiencing
sensational peaceful and glorious hours while in asleep.
I sincerely believe when mankind reaches "unity" on earth Dreams will no longer occur.

DRUGS:
Drugs are never necessary when we reach YEKISHIM.
Addiction is another force of Evil. However, drugs exist on Earth and just like any other
creation on Earth from the poisons of the most venomous creatures to the most poisonous
drugs it can all be used to even help healing many diseases.
here are my observations about the drugs and how they could be used "but not should if
one chooses not to use the drugs at all".
Any use of drugs can be suggesting able and under special circumstances and ONLY after the
age of 50 and under these conditions. Remember I am not speaking of medications but
drugs and that is why I suggest they can ONLY be used as in follows and after the age of 50;
Opium, Heroin, Morphine can or all forms of drugs that calm nervous system of the body or
reduce pains and or even help sleeplessness can be used once every 5 years and again ONLZ
after the age of 50. meaning if you live to be 90 years of age you have then used them NOT
more than 8 times at once ever 5 year.
this will never created addiction and can be of help to decrease much troubles of nerves and
or sleeping disorders. Using any of these drugs one time a year and NOT in combination of
the other drugs every month or a week or so, it will not do you harm at that level. However,
if you do not need to experience drugs just never use them. drugs are not food or water or
the air that one has to have every day. Drugs are not Godly, but at best used as a HEALING
element created by GOD for mankind under most specific situations, be it thoughts healing,
physical healing, and or just experiencing the effects of them.
the most potent poison on Earth that can come from a reptile or a sea creature can become
a life saving medicine if used correctly by medical doctors for the patients. meaning no drug
should ever be misused.
Cocaine can be used once every year just so that you have experienced it. you need to ask a
doctor about it´s implications and effects on your body at the age of 50 or more and what it
can do to your health before using it at all. again once we begin feeling the urge to "unite"
no drugs is ever necessary again. the thoughts and feelings to become one is the greatest,
most sensational drug on Planet Earth.

Aspirin can be used once daily. It is actually a great balance motivator.
grass can be used once a week if necessary yet again I would absolutely prescribe weed only
for those who need. I hate smoking personally and never ever smoked but the healing
powers of Weed is now almost understood and agreed by many doctors and professionals in
the field of medicine around the world.
All hallucinating drugs can be used only ONCE in the whole life of a mankind and ONLY after
the age of 50 and even then only under the control or in the presence of experts. these vary
from Hashish, to LSD to mushrooms to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
never, ever should any use of drugs become an addiction but only an experiment as I
suggested in the above and under the strict and controlled conditions.
All I wrote in above shall never be misunderstood as if using drugs is good, useful, or
mandatory but rather it would and could be harmless for mankind if misused.
They could be experimented under specific conditions to use them accordingly and orderly
as I have personally used them all "except for Heroin" and never ever did I use hallucinating
drugs under my own decision but was tricked to by others. so I detest those who tricked me
using them and absolutely am against using them other than being used as an experiment
under truly restricted conditions and requirements.
My personal experience with mushrooms and it´s results and effects were absolutely not
positive. I would never ever take such drugs on my own free will.
I am happy to have had the experiences so that I could write about their usage, harms, and
effects with an open mind and not just dictatorially. I know exactly what I am writing about
and am not just repeating words of others.
Morphine was injected into my body more than once to minimize the pain I had from the
kidney stones passing through my body. I suppose without it I could have died from the
pain?
Cocaine was the only drug I used for almost 2 years and never understood why I had to use
it ever?.
I stopped using it one day and never ever did I even think about it again and or, missed it or
longed for it. so I still do not understand why can anyone get addicted to such a drug or
drugs at all unless one misuses it or has deep mental or psychological needs to fall pray to it.
Drugs too will vanish from our dietary when we even begin the process of YEKISHIM on
Earth.
the feelings, fantasies, sensational observations of the process of YEKISHIM in itself will
replace the greatest effects of any drugs upon any mankind.
Drugs can at best just be experienced once in a whole lifetime and only after the age of 50.

EAT and DRINK:
Eat all you want that does not sicken you.
Drink all you want that does not sicken you.
do not over eat. no healthy human being needs to over eat.
do not over drink.
do not drink what can cause addiction.
do not eat what can cause addiction.
do not eat or drink anything that can manipulate your judgment
do not feed poison to anyone.
do not poison yourself with food or drink.
drink a glass small glass of good wine of Earth will elevate your body balance, protects your
body and bloods vessel from stiffness. a good wine after a meal each day will help digestion
of the food to a great level.
even juices can be dangerous to drink more than needed. juices will cause many cancerous
elements if one drinks them more than the same one glass of wine each day. The cirrus in all
juices is cancer producing if one drinks them more than necessary.
even coca cola is a great drink only if drank a small glass after one meal a day. it energizes
the nerves positively and helps digestion. do not over drink anything, not even water.
over eating is a deformation in mind and psyche of a person. simply reduce your intake of
food and you would remain in balance, joyful, playful, in motion, positive in thoughts and
mind. your weight is at best always kept under fed than over fed.
even Buddha and his wide smiling of happiness is not a great symbol for a fit body and mind
if he truly were overweight as he seems in all the sculptures made of him.
over eating is an illness.
to be fat from eating disorders is a problem of ego, self-center being, not having selfconfidence, not willing to share, not respecting the laws of movement meant for all bodies
created by GOD.
drinking water is the healthiest beverage a body can have all day long.
every body is different than another, so one can perfectly adjust one´s eating habits
according to one´s needs.
breakfast is a most terrible food of the day when you eat a big breakfast and then go sit
behind a desk all day until lunch comes and again eat and go sit behind the desk and then
finally eat dinner and go to bed.

it is all wrong traditions people have been forced and advertised to believe so that they
become great consumers of products so that producers make more Money from the sales of
their products.
one glass of hot water, a hot soup, or just a glass of water is absolutely enough to start the
day with in addition to a small bite of bread, or a date, or anything as small but with enough
energy and ingredients that could easily take your body with grace and positive movements
to the middle of the day.
Breakfast of such magnitudes and quantities are used to be made for hunters and or men
who would go to wars and not for today´s modern human beings that are still told to eat big
breakfasts and go sit behind a desk and type letters or answer phone calls.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Lunch or mid day eating is actually the best time your body can take a good size meal from
12 to 3 PM, but again never over eat.
and then again a soup or a light food around 6 or latest 7 PM and at least 3 hours before you
go to bed.
I personally feel greatest when I only have a small soup in the morning, another bite of a
sweet around 2 PM and then eat a dinner from 5 to 7 PM and nothing after that.
I sleep well
I have great feelings for lust and erotic moments in bed before I finally sleep
I can move greatly all throughout the day
I can think well
I have great dreams
I seem to even not ever snore when I follow such diets
having said all the above, it is self evident that children and young people who are active and
do sports are naturally able to burn much more food easier than an adult over the age of 50.
for the young and children who truly are active and or sports people it is absolutely
understandable to follow a completely different diets to match their activities.
However, even then I would always suggest children "most specifically" be taught not to
over eat, over drink and remain active in sports, meditate even at early ages and always best
to stay fit and slim rather than over fed and overweight.
many children whose families just over feed them remain fat for the rest of their lives.
this terrible act of wrong emotions to over feed the children can become a horrendous
psychological and physical burden for those unfortunate children as they grow up
overweight and go through incredible hardships, and negative phases of having to deal with
obesity all their lives rather than being healthy individuals who could be constructive for a

healthy society around them.
eat less, be more active and share food with those who have much less than what they need
to remain healthy.

EVIL, "SATAN"
It is ancient, tired beginning of all deformed things. It should not be destroyed, but taught to
love instead.
each time mankind gets more united an atom of Evil´s existence separates itself from
Satan´s body.
I was always in fear of Satan and his Evil might and now as he knows I know the story of the
"creation", our obligations to "unite" and how he would then be defeated, it is a pity how he
hides from me. now he runs away wherever I show up. I can always feel the slight cull air
created from his fast departure leaving any space I set foot inside. I can on occasions even
feel whichever direction he escaped into to have longest distance from me. I can on
occasions see him hide behind thick walls, trees, up on the highest towers and cowardly
taking a glance at me and see how confidently I smile at him and mean to point out to him
he is soon powerless, helpless, and the worse yet is that he knows that I know his days are
numbered.
Satan;
Is manipulative
Is odorful
Is loud
Is proud
Is arrogant
Is Ignorant
Is calculating
Is bitter
Is soulless
Is emotionless
Is linear
Is deceitful
Is clever

Is cold
Is turbulent
Is lustful
Is degrading
Is humiliating
Is insulting
Is disrespectful
Is brave
Is determined
Is penetrating
Is aggressive
Is Chaotic
never sleeps
looks like me
looks like you
looks like them.
sounds like me
sounds like you
never meditates
never rests
never cools
never dreams
never builds
never creates
never constructs
never laughs from the heart but always from the head.
never appears

never hides
always fears
always deforms
never apologizes until the "unity" is reached on earth.
never feels
never simplifies
never tolerates
never listens
always dictates
always agitates peace
always distorts
always destroys righteousness, humiliates sincere honest feelings as primitive thoughts…
is never shy of destruction
is proud of pain
always hides
is proud of deformation
is master of darkness
is master of confusion
is master of deceit
is rigid
is frigid
is frozen
will not bind
will not melt
will never regret
will not fold
will not value purity, efforts in clarity

will never show perspectives
will never let one second pass Without presenting his ego, odor, being, manipulation, is
relentless, and unappreciative
will always cause separation
will only pin point weakness in all mankind
will never show the good in anyone.
Death was His condition for life on earth
Wealth was his creation on earth.
Satan falsifies beauty.
keeps changing forms
GOD is with us, around us, but Satan is always BEHIND us. he never has the GUTS to face us.
to look at us directly into our faces.
Satan has many faces.
copies GOD´s creatures and makes them full of poison if GOD created the worms Satan
made the most poisonous Snakes, and.. .. ..
is never original.

HUMOR:
It is important and Godly, as GOD teaches every baby born crying at firs to soon start
laughing, smile and become playful.

HOLIES, PROPHETS, SAINTS:
As many as they have been and as many they are and as many as they will be, they do their
best to make Earth a more peaceful planet for all mankind. They all did, do, and will do their
best to make mankind aware of the supreme being of GOD, and how we all need to obey
GOD´s ways.
After all their messages, books, and revelations, and extraordinary powers and magic’s and
greatest teachings and preaching when they exit planet Earth to meet GOD they will all be
said the following by GOD;
It is Great what all of you achieved on Earth. Now all of you go back to earth and again do all
you could to "unite" my creation because that is all you are all sent to do.

Their "unity" is the highest level of spiritual, loving, playful, healthy, lively, Earthly, wishful
achievement I would ever expect of all of you to achieve for mankind and my creation on
earth.
Now go back to the Earth and "Unite" my creation both in heart and mind.

GOD:
She is feminine or at best neutral and modern.
Go dis absolutely definitely not male.
GOD is born after Evil. Therefore GOD is Modern.
Therefore Modernism of Godly dimensions are good.
GOD must be a most desirable Hole.
Is a female being.
Is Positive energy.
Is forgiving.
can see round.
can see all.
can hear all.
can repeat excellence.
Is multifunctional-Creative
Is in tunes
Is decided
Is Collected.
Is spread
Is Tasteful
Is Colorful
Is circular, infinite.
Is round, never linear.
Is light.

Never hides.
Shines.
Never demands respect.
Never demands obedience.
Never seeks influence.
Never takes freedom.
Is Modern
Is Patient
Is pleasant
Never dictates but hints.
Her whisper is wind
Her voice is of the oceans
Her calm is soft as sands
Her brightness warm and soothing
Her cold is brisk and healthy, solidifying, purifying
Her reach is round, circular, endless
Her guidance bears life, creates constructiveness
Her sight beholds the universe
Does not Bear but Creates.
exists in each creature in the universe
purifies bad odor
purifies
Is never hopeless
Speaks in silence
Forms
Is silence
Smiles wide

Is passionate
Is artistic
Is musical
Is fanciful
Is joyous
Is welcoming
Is heartful
Is uncomplicated
Is calm
Is wide
Is in control
Is beyond wise
Is beyond kind
Is beyond eternal
Is humorful
Is beyond
Is beneath and above
Is here and thereafter
Is never and always
Is absolute
Is Definite
GOD is a most desirable HOLE.

THE LAST JUDGMENT:
It is a phase of Maximalism in which human beings reach out to help remedy the everlasting
complication between Evil and GOD to bring them together in peace, love and harmony. We
are therefore most important elements in the cosmos as judges of GOD and Evil.

MONEY:
After Racism, Money is the biggest creation of Evil put on Earth through the hands of his
blind servants in forms of human beings.
Money has now two major distributing headquarters.
Capitalism, and Communism and both headquarters actually aim and claim to control
Money for the benefit of mankind under just, fair, and constructive conditions.

But all they have done has been to divide the mankind and both are wrong for both miss the
point of the final goal of YEKISHIM in perspective.
Because they simply do not have such a goal at all.
Because until now Yekishim was not cleared to them.
Neither Capitalism nor Communism knows, understands, and or is able to describe why we
need Money at all?
How did Money get here at all?
We are all constantly asking ourselves truly important eternal questions of why we are here,
and. .. .. .. .. but did you ever ask yourselves why do we not ask ourselves why did Money get
here at all?
Who brought it to us?
Why it is now the lord of this planet?
Why is Money the superstar of every household on earth?
Why did it become our universal official language without ever even being able to speak?
Neither Communism, nor Capitalism was never ever able to describe the necessity of this
EVIL creation of Satan on Earth.
I like to start writing about Money by referring to both Communism and Capitalism in my
opinion being old and frail and immature systems that are absolutely primitive and are both
doomed to fail.
However, for the time being I rather live under the thoughts and the Utopia of the Capitalist
world where finally world would be full of Money "for all!?" And have a RICH world for all
"which will never exist under Capitalism" rather than little Money for only a few and in the
hands of a few in Communism who act as if they were the saviors of the world "which is
proved to be the biggest lie in the history of mankind".
Communism is proven to keep the people poor and hungry in the name of a classless society
while making sure some elite group of bloodsuckers live lavishly inside their golden palaces.

Truly a most contractual, Evil, and inhumane reality of all Communist ruled countries and
their people. An Experiment to so barbarically test the endurance of great people of GOD on
Earth. Insult their intelligences, brutally damn all their amazing talents and freedom and in
less than 100 years creating almost a Zombie. Like nation of hungry and wishful people as if
they had lived in caves and away from SUN for over 100 years from Russia, To China, to
North Korea, to Cuba and… Thanks GOD this Evil of Communism got destroyed and their
leaders true faces were shown to the whole world as they all lived richer than all Capitalist
leaders put together and yet LIED to their own people under their absolutely inhumane
systems that they were their just and wise and good and even prophetic dictators that
needed to be worshiped by the masses they ruled over for over 100 years.
Again Thanks GOD this episode is almost over.
What a horrendous lives did those poor people have to experience under Communism!
Now to Maximalism utopia "which I sincerely believe is and will be a reality" that actually
may sound much Communistic in the beginning but soon and when one knows and
understands it, then one sees that all my thoughts are oriented towards "unification" of all
mankind and Money is only a tool if at all for reaching YEKISHIM and NOTHING else.
Maximalism accepts Money just as a tool to fairly, just, and accordingly distributes wealth of
this planet to all so that all could continue developing best ways to reach YEKISHIM in
grandest, freest, fairest societies mankind ever lived through on Earth. That is all.
Money will be just a standard of diving materials in a just way. Like a ticket for all to get on a
bus. That is all.
Other than that, Money will no longer exist when we are even in the first stages of
YEKISHIM.
Regardless of whichever the financial system in the world, I agree with the system that does
whatever it does with the goal of "uniting" us on earth in it´s perspective. I am absolutely
convinced that Such a system has absolutely no place or respect for an element called
Money and or builds grandest tallest buildings to keep Money secure inside of them as
banks or whatever they might be called from Holy shrines to underground mega atomic
bomb proof and or worshiped as the true GOD on planet Earth.
In fact I feel sorry for Money because the poor thing has always been IMPRISONED in one
form or another, be it in a bank vault, underground tunnels, upper level safes in the world
tallest buildings or. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . the poor thing just never a sunrise or a sunset.
Just like it´s EVIL creator Money too has been in the darkness forever.
Nevertheless if there comes a system that agrees to continue with Money with the goal of
YEKISHIM "to reach mankind´s unity in mind as the goal", then, whatever such a system is
called or will be called, I would agree to it and believe the existence of Money within such a
system can be justified.
And now to my own second strangest dream of my life;

I was at my best friend´s studio. Another highest and most elevated individual in my life with
whom I shared much time and thought and who I sincerely believe is a Maximalist both in
Heart and mind and even more so as a wonderful artist. His name is George. I was preparing
the art works of mine called "poison works" in his studio and through his mere generosity
where he let me stay and work in his great studios and helped with everything I could have
needed to continue and finish the works. He remains one person in my life with whom I had
unlimited boundaries to explore thoughts at unlimited levels and above all so hurtful that
we almost never stopped laughter.
I went to sleep one night and again one amazing dream shocked me to the bones. I was at
the presence of GOD and the moment was absolutely gratifying. I thanked GOD repeatedly
for all the extraordinary moments she had given to me in my life. all that possibilities to
create art, make movies, meet most incredibly beautiful women throughout my life and
having had associations with extraordinary men of advanced thoughts, but then and almost
shy to ask GOD in a loud enough of a voice I came up with a question in a shaky voice. GOD
did not hear me well though GOD knows all and hears all but I guess it was just that GOD
wanted me to speak out louder so that I would hear myself and remember what I said and
remind myself of GOD´S Reply.
Here is what I asked a bit louder and again.
GOD, I truly thank you for my life on earth and all that you gave me but it is amazing that
with all the most unbelievable possibilities and chances and achievements I never became
truly RICH? !
Why did you not make it possible for me to have at least as much as someone who did not
even do one thousandth of the things I did!?
I ask this absolutely in all thankfulness for the greatest life moments you made possible for
me on Earth.
So many are rich around me and almost they too are now all wondering and questioning the
same that why am I not even the Richest of us all?
Here is simply what GOD answered very shortly and with her most gracious, blessing tone of
voice: My dearest Daryush, Money is completely and invention of EVIL and absolutely
SATAN´S Department.
Don’t ever ask me about that item again.
I woke up almost laughing in disbelief but it struck me hard as if for real. It was not a joke.
I truly still felt the Godly air around me in bed and GOD meant it all too well that Money was
Satan´s department.
Ever since that amazing dream I always remind myself where I stand regarding the eternal
issue of Wealth and Money.
I plain distrust it because it is Satan´s Creation.

Ever since then I finally understood why I somehow have an incredible distaste for having
Money.
I Finally lived to learn it in a dream that Money is TRULY a creation of the EVIL.
But now I was awake and had to face the reality of life and think logically weather Money
truly is an EVIL product and if it is necessary at all?
Next to Racism, Money is the next most demonic element created by the Evil and absolutely
not a necessity and definitely just a loud mouth fictional item created by Satan to doom
mankind forever.
Here are my observations:
Without Money, rivers flew.
Without Money we could see. we always had eyes.
Without Money we had legs.
Without Money we had arms.
Without Money we talked.
Without Money we smelled through our noses.
Without Money we heard.
Without Money mountains were always there.
Without Money air existed.
Without Money sleep existed.
Without Money we made love.
Without Money we played games.
Without Money love existed.
Without Money we woke up.
Without Money plants and food existed.
Without Money we were painters.
Without Money we constructed structures.
Without Money we danced.
Without Money music existed.
Without Money prophets existed.

Without Money Jesus existed
Without Money Moses existed
Without Money Mohammad existed
Without Money Buddha existed
Without Money Confucius existed
Without Money laotze existed
Without Money Zartosht existed
Without Money Hallaj existed
Without Money Khayyam existed
Without Money Attar existed.
Without Money you existed
Without Money they existed.
Without Money we made babies.
Without Money poets told most beautiful poems.
Without Money musicians created greatest music.
Without Money farmers existed.
Without Money trees grew.
Without Money flowers blossomed.
Without Money Animals walked on the Earth and in the oceans and high up in the air.
Without Money seasons changed.
Without Money sun was always there.
Without Money stars existed.
Without Money moon always showed up.
Without Money stars shined in the skies.
Without Money fresh waters were to drink.
Without Money we died.
Without Money we lived.

Enough said about the uselessness of this pitiful thing called Money on Earth, and now why
it is even less useful and more an Evil element.
You do not have to read "Das Capital" by Marx to understand how Money works or anyone
else´s books or predictions and or summaries, explanations and analysis about what is
Money and why it exists.
from Communism to Capitalism they are all so entangled in this Evil ropes of demonic
creation that all try to just somehow justify it´s existence and how to continue living with it
or at best free mankind from the strangling ropes it has around us.
the stock market, the banks, the loan sharks, the Bonds, the. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. there are
now so many venues to filtrate and continue flow of Wealth throughout this planet that it
will not be surprising if we woke up to open our windows to see Dollar bills flying across the
skies one day. And all we had to do to was just to grab a pile.
Then just reach out and grab some Money is all we would have to do.
This is the real picture of where we are going with Money and how much of it will one day
be around that it completely loses all it´s merits or else it becomes so remote that we will go
BACK to our Godly values given to us by GOD and start it all over with exchanging products
and live happily ever after.
Now the greatest Evil of Money factor on Earth is that those who control, rule, disperse,
distribute, watch, own "to the astronomical dimensions", and use and misuse it at the grand
scale are ALL anything BUT the following;
THEY ARE NOT;
the artists
are not farmers
do not work to build structures down in mines or high up on the skyscrapers.
They are not the builders.
they are not the workers.
are not the pilots.
are not the engineers.
are not the musicians.
are not the poets.
are not the filmmakers.
are not the mothers who have to feed a family with a most basic food and nourishment.
they are not the runners.

they are not great Ping-Pong players
they are not great cooks
they are not great thinkers.
are not the tribe’s people in Africa.
are not the grand potential future mathematicians living in the slums of India.
neither are they genius little girls and boys living in slums and villages in Asia, Africa or South
America.
are not the girls who have to prostitute themselves to support lives of families and
themselves.
Are not the doctors who save lives.
Are not the scientists.
Are not the mathematicians.
Are not the chemists.
Are not the physicists.
Are not the philosophers.
Are not the thinkers.
Are not the cleaners of our cities.
ALL THE Money on Earth is controlled and is in the hands of less than even 00. 005% of the
fewest people living or not even living on Earth, and NONE of them belongs to the mindful,
elite, honest, sincere, and talented list of people I just mentioned in the above.
With the exception of the new technological rich list of people whose works I admire and do
wish these generation of most advanced minds to grow and have even much more power to
gain more wealth existing on Earth for the can connect us in extraordinary perspectives.
They have connected us in less than 50 years.
Today anyone can connect to anyone anywhere on Planet Earth through the amazing
inventions of Technologies.
But then again I would wish that they too soon know all that Money can be best spent for
reaching our "unity" on Earth and further spread to the whole cosmos through their
Technological advances.
Spread the words of "unity" throughout the whole cosmos. Please, do so. Develop a
program that does just that, Please, and I be the first client of yours.

Call it Yekishim or whatever, but keep "unity" in mind.
After all Money can be perfectly ok to exist on Earth only if it knows it is there to support,
facilitate, and get to all mankind for the reason of our "unity". That is all.
Without it we always had everything, and we will always have everything supplied for us by
the most Gracious GOD on planet Earth.
Now, what would I do when suddenly huge load of Money comes my way?
Would I keep it? Absolutely NOT. I continue to use it for unity of mankind.
Would I eat with it as much as possible? Absolutely NOT. I continue to eat just once as I have
the last 20 years of my life.
Would I buy all the buildings on earth? I make sure all mankind lives well. Has a roof to sleep
under and live actively, creatively in peaceful areas.
Would I spend it on all the LUSTFUL possibilities I could buy? I will make sure no one ever
sells lust. I will pay to all those who thought prostituting their bodies were their only way to
live and to feed themselves or others.
Would I buy all the horses, panthers, birds,. .. .. .. on earth? I would feed all Animals on Earth
and make sure they are treated kindly.
Would I buy all the Gold on earth? If yes, I again exchange that gold to help reach "unity" of
mankind.
Would I buy all the Diamonds on earth? if yes, again I would exchange them for all attempt
to reach "unity" of mankind on Earth.
Would I spread it around? No one cares for one cent any longer when all efforts are aimed
to reach "unity" on earth. I make sure Money become a stupid tale of the primitive past
history of mankind and let Satan keep it all to himself.
In fact with the goal of "unity" in perspective, our first work will be to clean the Garbage
Mountains from Money off the Earth. Burn it, build structures or art works with it like Andy
Warhol did, or.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . But we will just play around with it as if a little stone
throwing into the water and watch the effects.
What would I really do when I suddenly have 20 Billion Dollars?
I am absolutely confident that I would spend it all towards the "unity" of mankind in
whichever perspective necessary, be it in forms of films, or the arts, energizing the poor
towards "unity" of mankind, making sure all eat properly, enough and healthy, making sure
the essence and spirit of "unity" becomes the superiority on each and everyone´s life plan.
Making sure no one needs to misuse anyone. Making sure no one needs to manipulate
anyone.

Other than that I have absolutely no respect for Money and or for those who hold it so dear
to themselves all their lives. ABSOLUTELY NO RESPECT. I have the same least amount of
respect for them as I do for their masters the EVIL Satan.
Money is TRULY a creation from the Satan´s department.

MAN:
He will always be more sexually uncontrollable than a woman, as GOD is a Hole and her
gravity pull calls for all penises to be eternally in excitement about the female Hole. This is
why men betray women more often than women their men. This explains why men
naturally love to sleep with many women. We cannot and shall not blindly condemn their
polygamous desires. Instead we shall make it clear to men that many natural instincts such
as jealousy or hatred are not acceptable just because they naturally exist. Therefore, men
must clearly understand that promiscuity is wrong and only uncontrolled emotionality.
Man is the thoughtful
Man is the melancholically
Man is the strong
Man is the ego
Man is the mind
Man is the passionate
Man is the wise
Man is the humor
Man is the danceful rhythmic. Playful, lustful, innovative
Man is daring
Man is revolutionary
Man is the loud one
Man sings
Man is the apologetic
Man is the fierce one
Man is the traveller
Man is searcher
Man is the prayer

Man is the stubborn
Man is proud
Man is the drive
Man is the hopeful
Man is an ever-growing child and needs a woman to lean against
Man at his best is equal to a woman.
MUSIC:
Music is the highest form of our senses touching base with Godly energies. Music is above
the arts, movies, writing, and poetry and can only be even most perfect when Dance joins in
to make it a complete unity with Godly energies.
Music is the sounds of GOD and Her whistles as notes to guide us towards UNITY.
Music is of Genius.
Musicians are of DEEPEST signs of Genius and most gifted of all of us.
Music is our most complete form of expressing our emotions, thoughts, philosophies,
emotions, directions, humbleness, humanity, and attachments to the higher clouds.
Music is where we finally become one without having to say one word.
Music is the words of GOD.
Music is all hearts need to listen to and enjoy while thinking of all the direction it leads the
heart and mind.
Music is our fastest travelling energies to feel, touch, and understand and love one another.
Music is the purest of all our emotions, senses, and expressions.
Music is the greatest religion on Earth Without any prophets, directions, books, guidance’s,
and or obligations, pointing fingers, or laws and regulations.
Listen to Godly music and feel her cosmic, universal notes.
Music is Miniaturist.
Music is maximalist
Music is minimalist
Music is Expressive.
Music is Naive.

Music is of folklore.
Music is abstract.
Music is with form.
Music is without form.
Music is for th ears but even the deaf can feel it when it molds and combines with the
dancers expressing the feelings they receive from the music so, therefore the deaf can feel
it.
Music is at highest appreciated by the blind.
Music is for mankind.
Music is for all plants and vegetation, trees, and even waters.
Music is for Animals.
Music is for the skies.
Music is our final sounds of unity.

LIE:
lie if you save an innocent life
Lie if you feel it will help someone´s dignity
Lie if it helps start a life constructively
Lie if it helps a needy to have hope for a better life
Lie if it can motivate the addict to stop addiction
Lie if it stops slavery.
Lie if it can stop prostitution. say this person is my sister, my mother my relative and I want
the prostitution to stop.
Lie to feed the poor
Lie to free the unguilty
Lie to free the wrongly accused
Lie if it saves someone from being forced into a belief.

LAUGHTER:
Laugh at least once a day and from the heart
Laughter will keep your eyes shine
Laughter will keep you young.
Laughter will keep your skin healthy
Laughter will help your digestion
Laughter will help your sex life
Laughter will help your body stay in shape
Laughter will help you lose extra weight
Laughter will clear and help open your mind
Laughter will help you relax, become calm
Laughter is one very major way of meditation
Laughter will help your sight
Laughter will assist and better your sense of hearing, touching, smelling
Laughter will help your generosity
Laughter will reduce your arrogance
Laughter will share positive energy in the whole cosmos
Laughter will sharpen your sense of taste
Laughter will add to your intelligence
Laughter will keep diseases away
Laughter will make you courageous
Laughter will give you strength
Laughter will cause you dance lighter
Laughter will help you enjoy music better
Laughter will help you create with much more freedom of thought
Laughter will help you back into balance
Laughter will help you repair loss of your nervous system

Laughter will help you get your cool and calm back. To have much better immune system
Laughter is at best when shared amongst others. It will bind you together. Laughter in the
company of others will elevate a most positive energy amongst them and in the atmosphere
around them.
Laugh as much as possible in the company of others and never exceed laughter to a level of
OVER-LAUGHING or trance.
Over-laughing is a dangerous state of being and can harm your body. It can on occasions
even become fatal. Use good laugh a day as if you would eat properly and in the right
quantity every day.
Once a day and about half an hour each day is sufficient enough to laugh, but it is great to
keep the smile afterwards all day long.
Do not fall into the level of a trance with laughter. Laughter will take a complete trance level
in around 48 minutes. Do not exceed that level.
Laughter is the best medicine to enhance your self-confidence.

THE GREAT LEADERS:
The Great leaders are fair.
The Great leaders are just.
The Great leaders are brave.
The Great leaders know the way.
The Great leaders have commitment.
The Great Leaders lead towards the right aim, "unity" of mankind.
The Great leaders protect the weak.
The Great leaders solidify.
The Great Leaders unify.
The Great leaders Include.
The Great leaders are courageous.
The Great leaders are revolutionary.
The Great leaders promote talents.
Promote hope.

Work along, Accompany.
Remain the course.
Are fearless.
Promote freedom.
Are open-minded.
Are advanced
Are dynamic
Are brilliant
Are forgiving
Are sharing
Are unbreakable
Are direct
Are joyful
Are playful
Are humorful
Are collected
Are patient
Are survivalists
Are blessed with Godly forces
Are peaceful
Are constructive
Are hate less
Are merciful
Are thinkers
Are listeners
Are winners but also gracious while losing
Are respectful

Do not cheat
Are faithful
Are cheerful
Laugh from the heart
See the end perspectives
Keep their words
Enjoy competition
Are our best to lead us to our "unity"

MAXIMALISM:
Is the belief that human beings are the saviors of the universe and they are not inferior to
GOD or Evil. Maximalism states that only with the "unity" of mankind can eternal unification
form shape where GOD and Evil will unite in peace and harmony as well.
Thereafter, abstraction ceases to exist and we will know the complete truth about the
creation.
Maximalism is not a religion.

MELANCHOLY:
It is a sad phase of separation between GOD and Evil where Satan regrets his stubbornness
and failure to co-exist in a loving, peaceful and harmonious eternity with GOD, and has to
therefore continue to wait for us human beings to "unite" so that we could then become the
judges between GOD and Satan who is then defeated and begy for GOD´s mercy and
forgiveness to accept him back to her universe.
GOD will forgive Satan and Melancholy vanishes forever thereafter.
MUSIC:
Is the desire of human beings to continue staying connected to the phase of "melancholy"
existing in the universe. The reason for sad songs and sad music in the older cultures and
ancient civilizations is because these human being are closer to the beginnings of the
struggle between GOD and Evil and therefore, feel more about the phase of "melancholy"
still existing in between GOD and Satan:
That is why and unconsciously these oldest nations make music filled with sorrow whereas
in the more modern societies there are more hope and distance from the phase of
separation and existing melancholy between GOD and Evil.

The modern nations are also more modern and enjoy greater Godly Modern energies full of
energy.
Newer nations therefore feel more happy and create more energyful music.
Therefore music is indirectly a Godly message to keep us close to our task of bringing
"Unity " amongst all on Earth.
Oceans are GOD’s musical sound.
Rivers are GOD´s musical sounds.
Birds sing Godly.
Winds blow Godly.
Trees dance to the winds and create the gracious sounds of GOD when they beautifully
move to the winds most desirably.
Mankind sings Godly.

POLITICS;
Politics divide us.
Politics lie to win.
Politics are opportunistic.
Politics are blind.
Politics are irrational.
Politics are immoral.
Politics are motherless.
Politics are fatherless.
Politics are Godless.
Politics are fake.
Politics are organized.
Politics are brutal evil.
Politics are rageful.
Politics are revengeful.

Politics are hateful.
Politics are not forgiving.
Politics are EVIL´S THIRD demonic creation after Racism and Money.
Politics are small minded.
Politics are hungry and viscous.
Politics are soulless.
Politics are manipulative.
Politics are demeaning.
Politics are pure ego.
Politics are biased.
Politics are pre judging.
Politics are devious.
Politics are controlling.
Politics are degrading.
Politics and politicians are never free.
Politics and politicians are never true even to themselves
Regardless of who they were, are, or will be all politicians followed rules created for them by
the forces of EVIL from Money to the tactics of Race.
At best the greatest names in today´s politics "last 1000 years" had to, have to, and will have
to agree to all evil methods and rules and regulations of their superiors before they could
achieve anything for humanity and for mankind on Earth.
The best they could have done has been to do less harm and therefore, stay as somehow a
cleaner name in the history of mankind.
The grand names of Kings and queens belonging to the pre-historic "before 1000 years"
were not politicians but truly people with still Godly spirits doing their best to guide making
towards unity, peace and harmony.
One such figure has been Cyrus the great.
Politics are Money´s best friends.
Politics are racist´s best friends.
Politics are ANTI GOD’s unity and a most powerful organization formed and initiated by the

EVIL himself on Earth.
At BEST Politics and Politicians can do less evil.
At best politics and politicians can do less killings.
At best politics and politicians can be less warmongers.
At best politics and politicians can less lie.
At best politics and politicians can less torture.
At best politics and politicians can less feed only themselves and give more to people for
having better energies to reach "unity".
At best they can start joining the forces of mankind to "unite" and use their guidance and
formation abilities to facilitate the best and easiest and fasted way for all mankind reach
YEKISHIM sooner.

PRAYING:
If you need to pray, Maximalism believes you do not need to pray at a certain time and how
many times a day and or where you should pray.
The Planet Earth belongs to all of you and you can pray anywhere on the face of this planet
be it on waters, lands or inside caves.
Pray all you want and as many times as you need to each day.
Pray anytime of the day or night you want.
Pray anywhere you want. The whole Earth is the Holiest Church and mosque and Kansas and
temple for a Maximalist to pray and it´s doors are open to all mankind.
Pray in any language you want. Maximalism never excludes.
Maximalism wishes that you prayed for "unity" of mankind.

Pray for "Final Unification" after we have reached YEKISHIM on Earth and when Evil finally
begs GOD to forgive him and GOD will do just that.
pray facing any direction.
pray with your heart open and your mind alert to feel "unity".
Pray in any clothing you want.
Pray not asking what GOD can do for you but rather what you can do for GOD.

RACISM:
It is the greatest force of Evil in existence.
Racism separates all of humanity and therefore makes the phase of "Eternal Unification"
impossible.
Evil is the grand Racist
Racism is an evil illness
Racism practices racism even within it´s own race.
Racism is of arrogance
Racism is of Ignorance.
Racism is of inferiority complexes.
Racism is of powerlessness.
Racism is of visonlessness.
Racism is of Uncreatively.
Racism is of hatred.
Racism is of jealousy.
Racism is of dishonesty.
Racism is impatience.
Racism is of pre calculation.
Racism is of pre judgment.
Racism is death of justice.
Racism is insulting.
Racism is the greatest Sin.
Racism is organized crime.
Racism is Satan´s chief trick to keep mankind separated forever. His second grandest cheap
trick is wealth and Money.
Racism is remediable only when racist finally realizes how glorifying and gratifying would be
the process of "unity" of mankind with the racist finally taking the first step towards joining
the grand forces of mankind achieving the process of "unification". Only then and there the

racist would regret, be ashamed of all her or his ill actions and thoughts and would ask for
GOD´s creation forgiveness and we will forgive them and include them just as the forgiving
GOD would do the same to accept Satan´s apology and forgive him and let him re-unite with
GOD and her ways.
Thereafter all the secrets in the formation of the Universe would be revealed and
abstraction would cease to exist eternally.
Racism is one single biggest burden on the way to YEKISHIM. s

REALITIES:
Everything that has been made by GOD ;
AIR, FIRE, WATER, TREES, NIGHTS, DAYS, PEOPLE, ANIMALS, SLEEP, Oceans,

UNREALITIES:
Everything that is man made or of Evil origins
Banks, Money, Careers, Wealth, Cars, T. V…

RELIGIONS:
These beliefs are made by human beings for human beings and at best have only pointed
out the signicance of love, harmony, joy, honesty to one another, forgiveness, Generosity,
calm, silence, meditation. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . and have
failed because they never clearly and simply declared that we are here to "unite" and why
the unity of mankind is the most important task and duty for all mankind to achieve on
earth. almost all religions warned human beings to obey GOD and fear Evil. They never told
human beings that it is actually them who are the saviors of the universe and thus they are
not inferior to either GOD or Evil. In addition they gradually and more and more kept
becoming so organized and incorporated and cult-like that today they look as if the biggest
burden existing between direct contact between GOD and human beings. Religions made so
many rules and regulations so that mankind could not communicate with GOD "directly".
With the task of "unity" in mind mankind does not need any religion telling them what to do
on earth, how to dress, where to pray, when and how many times to pray, and…
The thoughts of unity and Maximalism, leaves the door wide open for everyone to pray
anytime, in any language, anywhere on planet Earth if they so felt to do so.
Earth is the church for the maximalists and all the maximalists could pray for is one word
and only one word to wish for and that word is "unity" of mankind.

in Maximalism we do not ask what GOD could do for us but rather what we can do to help
GOD reach the Final Unification stage by uniting amongst ourselves. This would make GOD
happiest and proudest everywhere GOD would then prove to Evil that all his ill actions and
thoughts failed and that GOD´S creatures prevailed peacefully and in unity.
Having said all the above and with respect to all religions and beliefs here are my context of
how religions can all help reaching the stage of "Yekishim"
follow Hinduism if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you becoming a Hindu.
follow Judaism if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you becoming a Jewish.
follow Islam if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you becoming a Moslem.
follow Buddhism if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you becoming a
Buddhists
follow Christianity if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you to become a
Christian.
follow Baha’is if they can show you how to "unite" Without becoming a Bahai.
follow Sufism if it shows you how to "unite" Without conditioning you to become a Sufi.
follow Confucius if he shows you to be come "united" Without conditioning you to become a
confusions.
follow Khayyam if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Halle if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Sai Baba if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Rajneesh if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Attar if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Rumi if he shows you how to "unite".
follow Yekishim if it shows you how to "unite".
Clean your heart and it will definitely show you how to "unite" regardless what religion you
believe.

SEX and again "MONEY" issues:
Sex is the Engine of this planet.
Sex is the Drive.
The Planet Earth starts each day with inner sex evolving, mixing, boiling, brings all elements

inside Earth to move in a most sexual-like motion.
Sex of the inner Planet Earth erupts in forms of Volcanoes.
Sex from inside the inner of Planet Earth makes trees grow. All trees when are happy are as
if penises that come in happiness into the air. Their leaves are the grandest sensational gums
of their sensations for having grown out of the Earth.
Trees have sex, Animals have sex, fish have sex, worms have sex, and it is all GODLY and in
the open and except for people, they all have greatest sex without a fee.
Of course all Animals and Plants are simply much more advanced as human beings are at
this time for they never permitted an artificial Money element influence their life styles, sex,
passion, rituals, GOD giving natural habits, and further normal breeding’s and
multiplications.
Animals and plants and vegetation know SEX is GODLY and Money is only a creation by EVIL.
Sex is the most sensational energy created by GOD and then soon misrepresented by EVIL
again.
GOD meant for her creation to multiply and become more.
Evil does all to deform it, damn it, misrepresent it, control it and we human beings fall into
the trap by EVIL to spread his words and believing that soon there will be too many human
beings on Earth. Therefore, fearing healthy normal sex rhythm and rituals.
Many absolutely non sense theories are being explored, and advertised and announced each
day by many distorted minds that human beings should stop making more babies, or do all
they can to stop the healthy normal rhythm of multiplication of mankind on Earth.
spreading fear of being too many on earth is just an EVIL thought popularized by his servants
on Earth.
there is no problem at all for continue having babies in a normal tradition anywhere on this
planet. There is and will always be enough room for all new burns on Earth and further in
the cosmos.
it is only a lie when certain people claim Earth is in danger if human beings continue to
multiply and become more.
Life on Earth shall continue in full force but with that essence and goal of "YEKISHIM" in our
mind.
If we would continue with the goal of YEKISHIM in mind, we will soon have great scientists to
plan our travels to many other planets. This most important step is already being explored
by a few and mankind has already achieved a lot in the last 100 years.
Every newborn baby is a possible grand scientist of tomorrow who could lead us to explore
life and or continue life on other planets.

If we have our "unity" as an ultimate goal life continues beautifully on earth.
Together and aside from any and all financial problems that Earth will never have once we
start the process of "unity" we grow more grand mathematicians, chemists, scientists
engineers and.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. who would all pave the ways to explore the extraordinary
dimensions in the cosmos for us to travel into.
Did you ever pay attention to what space scientists claim as the burdens we face for NOT
having been able to be on Moon yet as residents of a new planet?
Did you ever pay attention why it has not happened yet?
If the space industry is telling us the truth and have landed astronauts on the moon then
why are we not there in thousands and millions yet?
did you ever think of the most stupid answer the space industry would come up with and
has come up with in the last 50 years to the question that why we are not able to cruise the
universe yet?
the answer has always been and still is the most simplest sentence;
"Because we do not have the sufficient MONEY"?
Incredible, is it not!?
Down to earth Primitive, Is it not!?
They mean all means are available to us to travel the cosmos but we need Money to explore
and construct such structures?
They claim that we cannot go to the moon because we need so much of this to do and so
much of many other things?
Well why can’t we just put our hands together with all our brightest minds and everyone
does what they are great for and let us go to the moon if that is what we need to do next.
Take the greatest Uranium from Iran and Kazakhstan, Oil for the rich countries on earth "by
the way there will be no such thing as countries in the stage of YEKISHIM on Earth. There will
be no borders. There will just be our planet Earth free for ALL to travel around. ", then the
best mathematicians, Physicists, Chemists, Nuclear brains, Atomic Experts and.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . put them all together and let them do their job towards exploring the
universe and creating possibilities for us to reach YEKISHIM in their fields of activities while
we and others do other things to make the population of Earth a happy nation living with
the aim of YEKISHIM in mind.
That is all.
This is our planet, our home, our everything. Do you buy food for only yourself in your
family, and set a border line inside your icebox so that your mother, father, sister, brother,
and… do not have a piece of your food?

Same should be a self-understood situation for all of us as citizens of Earth.
Everything belongs to all of us and we need to share it as a big family amongst ourselves.
it is as easy as that.
Nothing more than just that. Share it all and build it all together and for ALL.
as simple as that.
we now know how to go to the moon and have a whole new great planet where another 5
Billion Human beings can easily live on and prosper and continue exploring the universe
further but we do not do it because we do NOT have the Money????
can mankind ever get more limited in mind than this?
what Money?
we know we can cure all diseases BUT we can only cure Aids because we do not have the
Money?
We know how to cure all cancers but we do not have the Money?
We can cure all diseases but we do not have the Money!?
In actuality it is the hugest achievement of Money which is an EVIL creation and further
supplied and plasticized by man kind to have become the idolized item necessary to battle
all problems on earth and further even stamped as the soul solution to all our shortcomings
on Earth and even further to be the element of world desire because we just DO NOT HAVE
ENOUGH!?
ENOGH OF WHAT!?
Money is made by US. how should it rule us?, and how on earth we could not have enough
of it to solve our problems!?
we make it, and so why can we just not make too much of it?
JUST PRINT 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Dollars for each person on Earth every second and use it all to achieve all the goals on earth.
simple as that.
Did the inventors of Money really think "Money" was going to solve all our problems and
then stop us from having enough of it!?
Well sorry "Money", for me you are not even worth an atom space of occupancy of my ideal
Earth.
you "Money" in my world of "unified mankind" just do not exist.
Absolutely the other way around.

Money is not only NOTHING, but in reality ;
Money is there to absolutely make sure "Nothing gets done unless his eminence is there to
finance it, Money is there to make sure that all creativities are stopped, limited, or even put
aside forever. Money is there to make sure no one could even move from point "A" to point
"B" Without a proper ticket.
Money is there to tell all of us I OWN you and this is what you will be told to do.
Money is there to make sure farmers have to buy a land, their seeds, and then work round
the clock to have just enough to feed themselves upon the permission of that eternal
demonic Messenger of Evil himself called Money.
Money is there so that no one could keep warm in cold winters unless you have Money to
buy heat.
Money is there so that no one can cool off in hot summers unless you have Money to buy
coolness.
Money is there so that the doctors would not cure diseases unless they get enough grants to
do so, and the grants are given again through all those politically, and financially and
industrial organized societies that rule over the element of "Money" to be given to that
particular medicine in a particular time in history and for certain particular people in
particular geographical places who they decide could and should get the medicine…
Destroy Money and get to the process of YEKISHIM, promote our greatest minds and
humankind in every fields of their activities and EXPAND our horizons.
let us remember all we do for one another with the goal of "unity" is absolutely free of
charge for the whole world and needs to be done Without a filthiest, dirtiest Evil item
discovered by master Con-Artist, Charlatan, Lire, Foolish, Handicapped, Deformed, Bestial,
Beasty, Demonic, tormented, hateful, Miserable, Poorest soul in the universe Mr.EVIL
himself.
Throw Money and all his servants out of your doors and way out of your hearts and souls
and into the trash bags.
None of the talks to live a world Without Money is UTOPIA.
Believe me a planet Without Money is just as "Real" as the water we drink and the air we
breathe.
It does not have to need a Karl Marx to write a book how this can be done.
I bake my bread for the 50 people around my house.
You grow the chickens for the 50 people around our houses.
They will make clothes for the same 50 people we have around us.

Now whatever it takes you to make the clothes without thinking of making PROFITS would
be let us say 30 days of works for all clothes to be ready. so we all give you your eggs and
Bread Without expecting any profits and you give us clothes.
You have enough to eat and be healthy so that you make our clothes and the circle can go
round eternally.
That is all.
Here is the only place where an element called Money or a ticket could just be given to all
accordingly to distribute materials with justification and fairness.
That is all what Money can be good for.
We can therefore continue to build and share as we always did many thousands of years
ago.
It will also be much easier to have the right calculations than to have bank and all other
people and organizations to sit on our wealth and even tell us how we can use it?
Now multiply all that for the needs of 10 Billions of people on Earth who all work for the
benefit of all and for every little item you might ever think you need and soon you have the
productivity level at a world level.
Then a trade system will prevail for the whole world to receive and give everything "from
clothes to cars, arts, movies, food, medicine… " for the whole world with the JUST, FAIR,
HUMANE, and sincere thoughts of YEKISHIM in mind.
Meaning if we all have to have Caviar then we all would have it at perhaps even 2 Caviar
eggs a day, and even such a luxury would be available to the whole world completely free of
charge in return for the Caviar producers to get all they need to live with according to that
just, fair, and prosperous world Trading union.
All movements to live a great healthy life towards YEKISHIM would and could be handled
absolutely simpler than the current most complicated, corrupt and definitely out of balance
state of the world momentary system.
No banks needed.
all those lands with oil share it with all those lands who grow rice, and...
Believe me EVERYTHING will work fine and all are possible and there is NOTHING UTOPIA like about it.
If we would still need cars and planes and rockets and… then, all those people who make
such production lines will also get what they need to live with in return for what they do for
the whole world to continue moving productively, positively, constructively and in the
direction of reaching "unity" of mankind.
And then I want to hear who is again going to say we could be on Mars by now but we do

not have the "Money".
No one would ever tend to want to look better, richer, than anyone else, though we can all
continue to look different and act different and have different talents, and enjoy all our
great differences. We will enjoy our differences because we aim for the same society of
YEKISHIM full of all Godly energies.
We will even start looking at one another completely differently.
Our eyes will only see the beauty of GOD in every certain of GOD on Earth.
No one needs to cheat to get ahead of anyone.
No one can at all cheat anymore because one is only respected for what one can sincerely
do and has the Godly gift of talent to share it with the rest of the world.
And absolutely for sure there is a GENIUS in all mankind. There does not exist a Human
Being who does not have a GENIUS gift of GOD in her or him.
We all have Godly talents.
Extraordinary minds would equally have as much as they too need to live with and would
not need more than just that what they need to live with.
With everything I practically mean truly "everything" anyone would need to continue a great
life on earth, be productive, positive and constructively active to have a great life and
continue towards YEKISHIM.
Extraordinary minds will be the first to accept the fact that Money has to be destroyed for it
is them and their incredible thoughts and mind wave levels that are brutally, unjustly,
barbarically disrespected, limited, and in most cases even completely stopped from
achieving all that what they could have achieved for many stupid political, financial and or
even religion-related matters.
There are no shortages of land and food and or air for anyone on Earth.
The problem is again that everlasting eternal creation of EVIL called MONEY stops us all to
EXPAND, and to explore and travel the cosmos or even live a humane, healthy lives on earth
to achieve YEKISHIM.
With the above very simple reasoning I conclude we need human beings to multiply at their
normal Godly and healthy ways and not even a second fear there is not enough place for
more human beings on Earth. Not only there are incredible places and resources for all
people on earth but we would also soon have the whole cosmos under our feet to live in.
Multiply and make babies under healthy ritual norms. I am convinced each family would
easily be able to have one baby but definitely not 15 babies since that only burdens to
women who are then forced to stay home and not become active in making this a more
practical planet to reach YEKISHIM.

Every mother with a child has many obligations to teach her child the Godly ways of life and
so does the father. It is self evident that they cannot do the same for 15 kids. When can a
woman sing? When can a woman listen to the great sounds of nature? When can a woman
do what she is talented to do for herself and others? When can a woman write, paint, play
music, walk, run, jump, play Volleyball, swim? When can a woman create a new invention
that could help us Unite faster with 15 children around her?
When can the man of that same woman do all that with 15 children around them?
Besides all that when couples are capable of having children, it is the most beautiful gift of
GOD to have them with respectful regards to their own needs and that of the societies they
live in.
We shall overcome these EVIL thoughts and methods preached and followed by a few EVIL
oriented minds and servants of the Satan to start any tactics to destroy mankind and
continue their ill announcements about us being too many on Earth.
"Unite" and the cosmos belongs to us to explore.
"Unite" and the children of our unification will need to be as many to fill the whole universe.
Have healthy SEX life for it is GOD´s way of life on Earth and it is GOD´s most pleasurable
creation for GOD´s creation.
When we start YEKISHIM there will be no hunger, no shortages of living places, no shortages
of water for any human beings on Earth.
Every great feature of life promoting material will be plenty enough for all on Earth.
Those who spread the fears amongst us that we are too many on earth, create wars to
destroy us, Dirty the waters we drink, Dirty the air we breath, Poison the food we eat, they
are Racists, are against GOD and GOD´s creation, are against the most beautiful element
created by GOD which is SEX which results in that Godly eternal element of life itself
They spread prostitution so that no woman or man remembers how beautiful lovemaking is.
So that all our girls will hate men and all our boys the same. So that our girls and women
value men on earth absolutely in the filthiest, wrongest, most insulting manner by placing a
worth on him according to his wealth, Money, positions, and even powerful organizations a
man leads instead of respecting a man for his Godly characteristics just like a man should
value women on Earth for the same Godly reasons as well.
Incredibly sick and distorted relationships of satanic dimensions are forming between
women and men today that are based only on ONE element, which is called "Money".
Incredibly ill, sick, insulting, negatively thought provoking relationships of Satanic
proportions are now formed extensively and with extra ordinary dimensions between
women and men as couples that have nothing to do with how GOD meant for us human
beings to become lovers and be with one another.

Today, and most unfortunately, ALMOST anyone is there to be bought and sold today if the
price is right.
Those who tell there are too many of us on earth want palaces for themselves and not a loaf
of bread for anyone.
Those who preach control on NORMAL, Healthy rituals of having babies on earth fear our
"unity".
They fear YEKISHIM can truly become a reality and their boss SATAN will be defeated.
They make sex a dirty tradition in which they buy women and girls and teach them through
such exercise not to feel true love for other men. Men that they could live with in harmony
and peace and create healthy loving children with.
They buy girls and women and make them slaves and use them as sex objects so that they
become so few for other young and healthy men to become friends with. Healthy, honest,
loving, dependable, trustful, soulful women become fewer every day that it becomes almost
difficult for men to meet and pair with girls and women of Godly characters any longer.
The same goes equally for men who have almost lost all those wonderful incredible Godly
characters and the Godly rituals to approach a woman.
Men are now almost only focused on reaching and searching and possessing "Money" first
and then BUY everything with it including of course first and foremost that IDEAL woman.
Money is the Evil way of life on Earth, which has only one sentence in perspective;
(Pay, own, and Live!?)
Men too are now almost used to the ritual that a woman comes ONLY if one can buy one?
Incredible. Is it not!?
Those who talk against having too many people on Earth and or spread prostitution and
sexual diseases on Earth are direct Evil followers on Earth.
They fear that Money can vanish forever one day and they will then become just another
human being standing alongside the rest of us. That they lose all their palaces, collection of
jewelries, all those art works, all those golden cars, all those women, all those… THEY fear all
that every second of their lives.
They fear they would not be respected, or loved for they lack all humanistic skills, and
natures any longer.
They forgot that only then we "whose aim is YEKISHIM" love, respect and treat them as one
of our own once they become simply grand forces of Godly creation called Human Beings.
That we would appreciate their energies as well on our ways to reach YEKISHIM on Earth.
The Maximalist Includes and forgives.

Have as much Sex on Earth with those you want for as long you LOVE them, and become
"united" with them both in hearts and minds.
Sex is the healthiest exercise of mind, soul, and body meant and created for all creation on
Earth by GOD.
Multiply and become more for there is enough space in the universe for another
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
human beings and much more of GOD´s creation to hold hands together in "unity" in the
universe.
Envision and imagine the day there are so many of us that we could hold hands and travel
the Universe while ONLY holding hands.
Just envision this extraordinary state of us being "so many" that we could simply hold hands
and be enough people to tour the Universe once.
This is NOT Naive thinking or else I would question all religions and thoughts why is it then
that the Heaven story and Hell is not NAIVE?
Why all other stories about everything we have not seen by OUR OWN TWO EYES are not
naive, from the UFOs to the Prophets and even GOD herself?
None of them are Naive because regardless of who you are and what you believe in
something inside of you hint to the point that ALL of those incredible stories CAN BE TRUE.
right?
I need no answer. I never question anyone, but just leave you with the thoughts and again
wish for YEKISHIM for I know my thoughts TOO will be a reality once we "unite".
Believe me once we "unite" even this fantasy is not far fetched.
Daryush do not overuse or misuse or manipulate sex in any shape and form and remember
to enjoy this GODLY element of life and energy as essential as drinking water and food.
Just like water and food treat sex orderly, accordingly and you will ever become obese,
inactive, sick, negligent of all other duties to reach YEKISHIM.
Great Sex helps one to stay healthy and fit.
A healthy sex life frees the mind.
A healthy sex life creates positive energy.
A healthy sex life creates and promotes artistic moods.
A healthy sex life promotes laughter.
A healthy sex life gives birth to healthy children.
Healthy sex life reduces anger.

Healthy sex life reduces rape.
Healthy sex life promotes dance.
Healthy sex life promotes music.
Healthy sex life betters one´s nourishment habits.
Healthy sex life nourishes one´s better drinking habits.
Healthy sex life promotes great meditation.
Healthy sex life can even create light and shiny stars in the midst of the night´s darkness, as
both partners see stars in pure joy.
Healthy sex life brings us closer to the universe.
Healthy sex life makes us more aware of GOD´s energy.
Healthy sex life "unites".

SILENCE:
only through "silence" can true sounds of grand dimensions from "higher levels" of thoughts
be heard loudest and most pleasurable. It is absolutely essential to experience "silence"
every day as a method of meditation and coming to oneself.

SUICIDE, DEFORMATIONS, SICKNESSES
Satan wishes my own death constantly and best if it happened in my own hands, so that I
would contrast my own preaching that one shall never commit suicide.
Satan wishes my death every 24 hours a day, every minute in an hour, every second in a
minute and every time I take a full breathe.
That is why I breath in full delight, self confident with the support of Godly visions showing
me how I can stay alive by breathing and do all I could to "unite" the mankind.
Satan wishes for me to die every second and I continue my best to show him I am alive,
committed and full of life and convinced that I would never die even though my body can
exit this planet for some time.
He knows if I did commit suicide I would commit a big sin and that GOD would be most
disappointed I would destroy all that Godly Energy GOD gave to me to expand the words of
"unity" and "final Unification" on earth.
So, therefore, I would stay on earth until the day of my departure to rest, fill up new energy
and come back again to continue my duties to "unite" mankind on Earth.

All sicknesses, deformations and suicides will cease to exist when we "unite!.
They are there to remind us how terribly far we are from the path to "unity".
Clean our hearts to bring about "unity" and all miseries of physical and mental dimensions
would go away.
No medicine on Earth has the ever-lasting cure for all deceases than "unity" of mankind has.
if we clean our hearts it will be the only eternal medicine that can cure all sicknesses, and
also help others to a healthy path as a clean heart is most contagious and it´s effects can last
forever.
Your heart is clean when you can appreciate the green color of the nature.
Your heart is clean when you can smile when rabbits chew the grass.
Your heart is clean when joy fills your body, mind, and heart as you come across another
person.
Your heart is clean when you feed the hungry half of what you have to eat.
Your heart is clean when you give the thirsty half of the what you have to drink.
Your heart is clean when you meet mankind and desire his happiness, joy and cheerfulness.
Your heart is clean when you meet the strong and can praise their strength.
Your heart is clean when you meet the bright minds and admire them.
Your heart is clean when you meat the beautiful people and can praise their beauty.
Your heart is clean when you share the pain in the life and bodies of the needy.
Your heart is clean when you know and feel the oncoming person likes to unite with you.
Your heart is clean when you meet the forging and praise their forgiveness
Your heart is clean when you seek nothing from the material wealth of this planet.
Your heart is clean when you seek not to be powerful.
Your heart is clean when you seek not to be superior to the others.
Your heart is clean when you seek not to be popular.
Your heart is clean when you share.
Your heart is clean when you do not seek leadership.
Your heart is clean when do not hide.
Your heart is clean when you do not lie to protect yourself.

Your heart is clean when you do not seek positions.
Your hearts is clean when you admire bravery.
Your heart is clean when you encourage sincerity.
Your heart is clean when you admire superiority of others and their talents.
Your heart is clean when you encourage honesty.
Your heart is clean when you do not seek admiration, value, desire, and or even look at the
wealth of the others.
Your heart is clean when you can hear the heartbeat of all mankind once a day on Earth. It
all beats for you and seeking to become united with you.
Your heart is clean when you desire the health of the others.
Your heart is clean when you enjoy speaking the language of others and or listening to them
speak though you do not understand them at all.
You heart is clean when you see people dance to different beats than what you dance with.
Your heart is clean when you apologize for your mistakes.
Your heart is clean when you serve for no rewards.
Your heart is clean when you can feel how brightly a blind sees the creation.
Your heart is clean when you can see deepest into the cosmos with your eyes closed and
your senses open.
Your heart is clean when you feel the pain of others.
Your heart is clean when you give without being asked.
Your heart is clean when you enjoy heartful laughter of those who laugh joyously.
Your heart is clean when you forgive without pointing.
Your heart is clean when you believe in the essence and power of "Yekishim", which means
the "unity" of mankind and nothing more.

TIME:
Is one most peculiar element in all the universe where we never know it just passed or is it
just coming?
Whichever, the importance of a second of a time weather passed or oncoming needs to be

valued in the efforts to reach "unity".
so every second counts.

UNIFICATION "YEKISHIM"
It has two stages. First "unification of humankind" followed by the "ultimate unification" of
GOD and Evil which is the highest-level spirituality and existence, and should remain our
eternal goal.
UNREALITIES:
All man made elements which pre occupy almost all our most valuable times, such as banks,
politics, cars, careers, power, jeweler, jobs, positions, reputation, popularity, ego, fashion,
and…

UNITY or "YEKISHIM" CAN NOT OCCUR IF
If we envy
If we wish bad for others
If we do not nourish the hungry
If we cheat your friend´s women to become yours
If we do not help the needy
If we do not recognize the values each man has in them
If we destroy chances for anyone who deserves to have a chance
If we talk unfair of others
If we offend others blindly or purposefully
If we insult others
If we accuse
If we poison others
If we try to manipulate others
If we steal
If we lie
If we kill

If we are a racist
If we take revenge
If we think you can own anything on this planet
If we hate anyone
If we judge to establish your own presence, position
If we take sides for your own advantage
If we forget and do not respect the reasons why we are here which is to "unite" and what
should we do to reach "unity".

HOW DO WE KNOW WE ARE UNITED? WHAT IS UNITY?
YEKISHIM
We are united when no one dictates to us to share and divide wealth but we do it rather on
our own and as an obligation.
We are united when mankind has a purified heart and does not ask or seeks love from
anyone but rather give love to all "unconditionally".
We are united when our food is available to all mankind
We are unified when our waters are clear and clean for everyone to drink
We are united when our oil belongs to all.
We are united when our positive scientific knowledge serves all.
We are united when the doors to our homes are open to all mankind
We are united when our birthplaces will bear children of all mankind
We are united we when we wake up to make sure that our unity remains intact
We are united when pain does not exist anymore
We are united when no one cries
We are united when vegetation grows enough for all on Earth
We are united when the air is clean for all on Earth
We are united when there are no borders to travel our Earth
We are united when we do not have to say words of unity but rather feel and see it by just
looking at one another in complete peace, appreciation and harmony of one another

existence
We are united when Earth turns into that Heaven all prophets in all religions repeatedly
talked and wrote about in the religions.
We are united when we adore, admire, appreciate, respect value, and even long to see our
differences from looks to capabilities
We are united when we are convinced there is not one single humankind who is inferior to
another.
We are united when Sufis are Christians and moles are Jewish and the Jews and Buddhists
and Hindus are Christians and… but all are "united"
We are united when we plant for everyone
We are united when we dance to the music of all and with them
We are united when we sing with all and in their songs
We are united when looking up into the skies is clear and breathtaking as looking down onto
earth
We are united when we see only beauty in every face and body
We are united when Earth laughs together once a day
We are united when there are no expectations from no one
We are united when children belong to all
We are united when sex is not lust but a most joyous tradition in sharing love and reach
ecstasy
We are united when we do not enforce ideas, rituals, traditions, and laws upon anyone
We are united when we do not cheat
We are united when we do not lie
We are united when we do not prejudge
We are united when we do not have to sign contracts
We are united when we do not have to defend
We are united when we do not have to offend
We are united when laws do not exist any longer
We are united when mankind does not have to use the word of "YEKISHIM" Any longer
We are united when we finally see, admire, love, respect, adore, Earth so much as to never

ever wanting to leave it again, and why should we?
Earth will turn into a planet as beautiful as that ideal Heaven all religions always promised
us.
We will unite with the thoughts of YEKISHIN in our perspective even if it takes another
10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
CENTURIES to come
But the way is clear, and that is what is important.
There will come the day mankind will UNITE.
I SEE IT EVERY DAY AND NIGHT PRACTICALLY IN everyday of living on Earth.
I feel YEKISHIM in the air the minute I wake up every day of my life on Earth.
YEKISHIM WILL OCCUR.

WOMEN:
The more gravity a woman possesses, the closer she is to the Godly Hole, and therefore the
more attractive she is to men. This is why sex symbols have always been adored and praised
and have even been called "Goddesses" in the history of humankind.
Even women have respected them. Sadly enough, the characteristics of great women have
always been spoiled and deformed by the use of purely materialistic elements. We have
lavished them with jewels rather than with trust, respect and loyalty. However, does this
mean that less beautiful women or nuns are "ungodly"? The physical attraction of a woman
is not the only Godly force. Her wholesomeness, soulfulness, spiritual invitational forces and
her roundness are also real godly characteristics. Sex alone would be a very primitive basis
for a couple’s "unification". That is also why many of our greatest thinkers and cultural and
spiritual figures have been very unattractive people (in comparison to our standards of
beauty). Thanks to their existence we have come so far.
Even if the woman has done wrong, she is the respected one.
Woman is the center of the universe
Woman is the continuation
Woman is the hope
Woman is the final desire
Woman is the enlightment
Woman is the kindness

Woman is the forgiving
Woman is the patient
Woman is the powerful
Woman is tolerant
Woman is bright
Woman is grace
Woman is the excitement
Woman is the joy
Woman is the dance
Woman is the singing and rhythm
Woman is the justice
Woman is the warmth
Woman is the revolutionary
Woman is courageous
Woman is caretaker
Woman is poetry
Woman is the divine and superior to man.

NEXT LEVEL
YEKISHIM
"Ask not what GOD can do for you each day and night but rather what you can do for GOD
day and night where it is GOD who needs our help much more than we need GOD´s help".

UNITE
Even if YEKISHIM and the thoughts of "unity" and all it promises to all of us seems too far to
all of you to reach, Continue with that perspective in life and do all you can Without any
doubts for when we unite you will never have another question ever again.
Unite and this life of eternal living on Earth in "abstraction" will end.
Unite and we do not have to sleep any longer.

Unite and we do not have to eat any longer.
Unite and we do not have to breath any longer.
Unite and we do not have to defecate any longer.
Unite and we do not have to urinate any longer.
Unite and we do not have to wake up any longer.
Unite and we do not have to dream any longer
Unite and we do not have to envy any longer.
Unite and we do not have to be confused any longer.
Unite and we do not have to fear any longer.
Unite and we do not have to kill any longer.
Unite and we do not have to commit suicide any longer
Unite and we do not have to cry any longer.
Unite and we will dance.
Unite and we will exist in joy.
Unite and we will live in pleasure.
Unite and we will sing happy.
Unite and we will laugh.
Unite and we will only love.
Unite and we will be healthy forever.
Unite and we will travel the Universe.
Unite and we will have no secrets.
Unite and we will see all clear.
Unite and there will be no more blind.
Unite and there will be balance.
Unite and we will not speculate any longer.
Unite and we will be playful.
Unite and there will be no more "questions".

UNITE=YEKISHIM
(ASK NOT WHAT GOD CAN DO FOR YOU BUT WHAT YOU COULD DO FOR GOD)
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